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The following research study presents a mixed methods study designed to further 
Winston’s (2003) conceptualization of a circular model of servant leadership. Winston 
(2003) presented this circular model as an extension of Patterson’s (2003) seven-factor 
model of servant leadership. The study included previously collected data identifying a 
servant leader at a small private liberal arts and professional college in the upper 
Midwest. The second portion of the study used phenomenological methods to interview 
followers of the identified leader to reveal the lived experiences of the identified leader’s 
followers in relation to the variables of commitment to the leader, self-efficacy, and 
intrinsic motivation, as presented by Winston (2003). The study found support for the 
three variables of commitment to the leader, self-efficacy, and intrinsic motivation in the 
themes of quality relationships, transparent communication, self-efficacy supported by 
quality relationships, and role modeling. The study provided empirical evidence which 
may be used to develop a valid instrument to test the circular model presented by 
Winston (2003) in the future. 

Leadership research focusing on how particular leadership styles and behaviors effect 
followers abounds. The vast majority of this research uses a leader-centric perspective, 
neglecting both the perspectives and influence of followers (Kellerman, 2007; Kelly, 
2008. However, in recent years scholars have begun to shine a light on follower 
perspectives of the leadership process. This change has resulted in response to the 
flattening of organizational hierarchies, the changing modes of technology, and the 
increased use of participative engagement (Kellerman, 2007). 

To date, the focus of follower-focused research has centered on how follower behavior 
impacts leadership, identifying follower characteristics, testing and developing models 
of followership, engaging a follower-centric view of the leadership processes, and 
seeking to better understand the leader-follower reciprocal relationship. Uhl-Bien, 
Riggio, Lowe, and Carsten (2014) argued that future followership research needs to 
more fully and clearly define followership and establish theoretical constructs of 
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followership. Furthermore, Uhl-Bien et al., differentiated between an employee and a 
follower, noting that followership “is the characteristics, behaviors, and processes of 
individuals acting in relation to leaders” (p. 96). Finally, Uhl-Bien, et al. identified two 
conceptual frameworks for future research direction including a reversed lens approach 
that seeks to understand how follower behavior affects leaders and a constructionist 
approach that seeks to identify ways that leaders and followers co-construct leadership 
and followership. 

Winston (2003) proposed a conceptual model of the leader-follower relationship as a 
circular or spiral model within the servant leadership framework presented by 
Patterson (2003). Winston’s conceptualization encompassed both theoretical 
frameworks presented by Uhl-Bien, et al., (2014), in that the model accounts for both 
how follower behavior and activity affect leaders and how the relationship between 
leaders and followers may be co-constructed. However, Winston’s (2003) 
conceptualization has yet to undergo empirical testing. 

The following paper reviews a mixed-methods research study exploring Winston’s 
(2003) circular model of servant leadership. In particular, the paper reviews Patterson’s 
(2003) servant leadership model, presents Winston’s  circular model of servant 
leadership, and reviews current research focused on leader-follower relationships. 
Finally, the paper presents a mixed-methods study which used previously collected 
data assessing the servant leadership behaviors of a single leader using the Servant 
Leadership Assessment Instrument (SLAI) (Dennis & Bocarnea, 2006), followed by a 
phenomenological study designed to understand the lived experiences of respondents 
in relation to the identified leader in terms of follower’s commitment to the leader, self-
efficacy, and intrinsic motivation. 

Review of the Literature 

The following review of literature presents Patterson’s (2003) model of servant 
leadership and the circular extension to that model provided by Winston (2003). In 
addition, the review provides examples of followership research seeking to articulate 
the reciprocal relationships between leadership and followership. Little research exists 
within followership literature to support the variables proposed by Winston (2003). As 
such, additional literature outside of followership is presented to help support and 
delineate the proposed phenomenological research.  

Servant Leadership 

Greenleaf (2008) coined the term servant leadership to identify a philosophy of 
leadership which puts followers first (Hood, 2015). Greenleaf (2008) defined the servant 
leader as “…servant first…He is sharply different from the person who is leader 
first…the difference manifests itself in the care taken by the servant-first to make sure 
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that other people’s highest priority needs are begins served” (p. 15). The test of servant 
leadership rests in assessing Greenleaf’s questions, “Do those served grow as person; do 
they, while being served, become healthier, wiser, freer, more autonomous, more likely 
themselves to become servants?” (p. 15). However, the test of servant leadership 
remains an ambiguous and hard to measure leadership outcome.  

Patterson’s Model of Servant Leadership 

Patterson (2003) presented a seven-factor theoretical model of servant leadership. The 
seven factors include agapao love, humility, altruism, vision, trust, empowerment, and 
service. As a type of moral love, which requires the leader to do the right thing, agapao 
love guides the remaining actions of the leader (Winston, 2002). Agapao love guides the 
leader to show concern and caring for followers, seeking to support and encourage their 
individual talents (Patterson, 2003). Humility guides leaders to be moderate, seek and 
listen to the advice of others, and rightly use power while keeping personal 
accomplishments in perspective and focusing on the needs others (Dennis & Bocarnea, 
2006; Patterson, 2003). Altruism often results in personal sacrifice while helping others 
and seeking equal treatment for all (Dennis & Bocarnea, 2006; Patterson, 2003). Servant 
leaders include others in the creation of a shared vision, in which the gifts of 
organizational members guide that vision (Dennis & Bocarnea, 2006; Patterson, 2003). 
Trust represents a relational component of leadership and can be linked to integrity, 
respect, and service (Patterson, 2003). The leader’s willingness to share power by 
providing information, emotional support, encouragement, and freedom represents a 
leader’s use of empowerment (Dennis & Bocarnea, 2006; Patterson, 2003). Finally, 
service indicates a leader’s “responsibility to others” and requires giving of time, talent, 
compassion, care, and concern (Patterson, 2003).  

Winston’s Circular Model of Servant Leadership 

Winston (2003) extended Patterson’s (2003) model of servant leadership by providing a 
multi-directional conceptualization of servant leadership. The model proposes that a 
leader’s service will increase a follower’s levels of agapao love, which will in turn 
increase commitment to the leader and personal self-efficacy (Winston, 2003). This 
change will lead to an increase in intrinsic motivation, which will, in turn, lead to 
increased altruism toward the leader and the leader's vision (Winston, 2003). Finally, 
increased altruism will lead to increased service toward the leader (Winston, 2003).   

Winston (2003) argued that commitment to the leader remains an inarticulate concept. 
However, the model indicates that followers of a servant leader will experience an 
increased commitment to the leader and an overall increase in performance and more 
effective performance (Winston, 2003). Winston (2003) indicated that a better 
understanding of follower commitment to servant leaders is needed. 
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Self-efficacy relates to follower perceptions of their own abilities (Winston, 2003). Good 
leaders should positively affect follower self-efficacy and positive self-efficacy should 
increase motivation (Winston, 2003). Finally, motivation supported by positive self-
efficacy powers the influence measured by follower service to leaders in Winston’s 
(2003) model.  

An individual's tendency to seek out ways to engage their capabilities and meet 
challenges presents an intrinsic motivation (Winston, 2003). Followers expressing 
intrinsic motivation will not be moved by extrinsic rewards, but rather engage in an 
activity because they are inwardly motivated to do so (Winston, 2003). In Winston's 
(2003) model, intrinsic motivation, which is supported by self-efficacy, provides the fuel 
by which followers engage in activity or service for a leader.  

Leadership and Followership as Reciprocal Relationship 

Maroosis (2008) and Stech (2008) both argued for viewing leadership and followership 
as a reciprocal process. In essence, followers affect and influence leaders just as leaders 
influence and affect followers. The concept, while intuitively plausible, only recently 
began to receive effort in establishing empirical evidence. 

Baker, Mathis, and Stites-Doe (2011) engaged in empirical research to test several 
assumptions including followership as an active role, sharing of common purpose 
between followers and leaders, and the interdependence of the follower-leader 
relationship. Within a sample of U.S. healthcare workers, Baker, Mathis, and Stites-Doe 
found that follower and leader roles often overlapped and many followers had both 
“exemplary leader and effective follower characteristics" (p. 357). The study provided 
support for the reciprocal leader-follower relationship. 

Testing the relationship between vision-based leaders and followers, Kantabutra and 
Vimolratana (2010) sought to assess the effects of leader passion, follower motivation, 
vision guidance, and leadership outcomes on the leader-follower relationship. Leaders 
with high levels of passion motivated followers to a greater degree (Kantabutra & 
Vimolratana, 2010). In turn, the degree of follower motivation directly influenced 
follower satisfaction (Kantabutra & Vimolratana, 2010). Kantabutra & Vimolratana 
(2010) highlighted the connection between leader behavior and follower motivation. 

Billot, et al., (2013) conducted a qualitative study collecting 38 narratives to understand 
leader-follower relations in higher education. Using relational leadership theory, 
findings delineated positive and negative relational space (Billot, et al., 2013). Positive 
relational space included clearly defined roles and responsibilities, good feedback, 
supportive community, and a trustworthy environment (Billot, et al., 2013). Negative 
relational space included inhibiting and unhealthy environments, disempowerment, 
inadequate structure and budgets, bureaucratic rules and organization, and cynicism 
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(Billot, et al., 2013). The findings further support the notion of the follower-leader 
relationship as dynamic and reciprocal and the roles as shifting and complex (Billot, et 
al, 2013).  

Morris (2014) used multi-method qualitative research to review the relational aspects of 
followership. Morris found that while hierarchy played a role, both leadership and 
followership were far more complex than hierarchy alone. Followership experiences 
tended to be better when hierarchy was not overwhelmingly explicit (Morris, 2014). 
Morris (2014) concluded that “followers and leaders are not static objects; instead, they 
are individuals who shift through processes of following and leading continuously 
depending on the situation and on aspects such as expertise and experience” (p. 58).  

Support for Winston’s (2003) Variables 

While the followership literature presented begins to provide evidence for the 
reciprocal relationship between leadership and followership, it provides little evidence 
for the support of the three variables of commitment to the leader, self-efficacy, and 
intrinsic motivation proposed by Winston (2003). To move forward in testing Winston’s 
(2003) model, a better understanding of these variables is needed. Evidence and support 
for these three variables were sought by looking outside followership literature. In 
particular, leadership focused studies that discussed these variables provided some 
theoretical support for further exploration. 

Commitment to the Leader 

As noted by Winston (2003), little empirical evidence exists to support and understand 
a commitment to the leader as a result of servant leadership. However, Bass (2000) 
noted that transactional leaders use contingent rewards and praise for meeting 
commitments to a leader or organization, whereas transformational leaders use 
empowerment and participative decision-making. Furthermore, Bass (2000) argued that 
Leader-Member Exchange research supports that quality of the relationship between 
the leader and follower effect follower commitment. Finally, Bass (2000) argued for 
parallels between transformational and servant leadership in the areas of vision, 
influence, credibility, trust, and service with meeting the needs of others as the primary 
differentiator. In all, Bass (2000) argued for the use of participatory leadership behaviors 
to increase follower commitment.  

House (1976) argued that charismatic leadership seeks to inspire followers to “emulate” 
the leader’s values, goals, and behaviors, and to be obedient, loyal, and committed (p. 
6). Shamir, House, and Arthur (1993) indicated that commitment represented a 
“motivational disposition to continue a relationship, a role, or a course of action and to 
invest efforts regardless of the balance of external costs and benefits and their 
immediate gratifying properties” (p. 583). Furthermore, Shamir, et al. indicated that this 
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commitment eventually becomes a part of the follower's self-concept as a “way of 
being” (p. 583).  

The literature supports the idea of relationship quality and internalization of leader 
vision as supporting follower commitment to a leader. As such, the following interview 
questions are proposed: 

1. Describe your relationship with your leader and how that relationship affects
your commitment to the leader (Bass, 2000; House, 1976; Shamir et. al., 1993)?

2. Does how your leader communicates vision and goals affect your commitment to
the leader (House, 1976; Shamir et al., 1993)?

Self-Efficacy 

Winston (2003) indicated that self-efficacy entails a “follower’s perception of what the 
follower can and cannot do in terms of his/her capability” and is influenced by their 
social environment (p. 5). As well, positive self-efficacy directly affects motivation and 
overall performance (Winston, 2003). Again, followership literature does not boast 
much empirical evidence or conceptual articulations related to follower self-efficacy. 

Poon (2006) conceptualized a model for exploration that included servant leadership, 
self-efficacy, and mentorship. The model seeks to articulate the relationship between 
servant leadership and its positive impact on both mentor and mentee self-efficacy 
(Poon, 2006). The model argues for a transformed relationship between mentor and 
mentee (Poon, 2006). 

van Dierendonck and Dijkstra (2012) sought to find evidence and insight regarding the 
relationship between leader empowering behaviors and follower self-efficacy or 
psychological empowerment (p. E1). Psychological empowerment manifests in four 
cognitions including meaning, competence, impact, and self-determination (van 
Dierondonk & Dijkstra, 2012). Meaning entails the value of work or purpose of the 
work related to personal beliefs, values, attitudes, and behaviors (van Dierondonk & 
Dijkstra, 2012). Individuals experience competence when their beliefs about their 
capacity to perform a task positively relate to their perceptions of confidence and 
effectiveness (van Dierendonck & Dijkstra, 2012). Impact or “knowledge of results” 
relates to a person’s belief about the influence or outcomes of their efforts (van 
Dierondonk & Dijkstra, 2012, p. E3). Finally, self-determination relates to a person’s 
perception of autonomy in action (van Dierendonck & Dijkstra, 2012).  

The literature supports the ideas of mentorship and empowerment as determiners of 
follower self-efficacy. As such, the following interview questions are proposed: 

3. In what ways does your leader mentor or empower you in your role (Poon, 2006;
van Dierendonck & Dijkstra, 2012)?
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4. Has that mentorship or empowerment created or supported personal self-
efficacy for you in the forms of meaningful work, autonomy, confidence, and
knowing the impact of your work (van Dierendonck & Dijkstra, 2012)?

Intrinsic Motivation 

Winston (2003) argued that intrinsic motivation provides the impetus for individuals to 
engage pursuits that match their interests, challenge them, and provides them 
satisfaction. Again, servant leadership and followership literature have little to support 
the construct of intrinsic follower motivation. However, Harrell (2008) argued for 
leadership as a contextual factor in follower motivation, and that consideration 
displayed by leaders directly impacts overall motivation and performance.  

Tu and Lu (2016) indicated that within ethical leadership intrinsic motivation “reflects 
one’s focus of attention” and followers experience more meaning when leaders engage 
in discussions concerning the impact of decisions and tasks on people and the 
organization (p. 134). Moreover, intrinsically motivated people show greater “job 
involvement and goal attainment”, take advantage of developmental activities provided 
by the leader, and engage more fully in participative decision making (Tu & Lu, 2016, p. 
134). Finally, intrinsically motivated followers seek to engage in and create relationships 
with others in the organization, including their leader (Tu & Lu, 2016).  

Cho and Perry (2012) argued that intrinsic motivation remains the “most powerful 
driver of employee attitudes and performance” (p. 384). Cho and Perry found that 
leader trustworthiness and goal-directedness directly impact employee intrinsic 
motivation and satisfaction. In essence, the level of trust a follower has in a leader and 
the adoption and articulation of clear and challenging goals influence follower intrinsic 
motivation. 

Berson, Halevy, Shamir, and Erez (2015) conducted empirical research to support 
visioning and goal setting as important factors in follower motivation. In particular, 
Berson, et al., found that the “construal fit” between the message (abstractness) and the 
situation (distance between leaders and followers) directly impacted follower 
motivation. The research combined two separate streams of inquiry, visioning and goal 
setting, into one.  

The literature supported the idea of encouragement and support by the leader, trust 
between leader and follower, and clear visioning and goal setting as influences in 
follower intrinsic motivation. As such, the following interview questions are proposed: 

5. How has your leader encouraged or supported your intrinsic motivation to
accomplish goals and tasks (Tu & Lu, 2016)?
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6. What factors of the relationship between you and your leader have most
supported your intrinsic motivation to accomplish goals and tasks (Cho & Perry,
2012)?

7. Are there specific leadership behaviors that influenced your intrinsic motivation
to accomplish goals and tasks (Berson, et al., 2015)?

Purpose of the Proposed Study 

The mixed methods study sought to extend Winston’s (2003) extension of Patterson’s 
(2003) model of servant leadership, which presents a circular or spiraled leader-follower 
relationship. Winston (2003) called for research to extend Dennis and Bocarnea’s (2006) 
Servant Leadership Assessment Instrument to test the variables of his extension. The 
proposed study represented a step prior to the development of an instrument to 
measure Winston’s (2003) proposed variables by engaging in a mixed methods study to 
better articulate the lived experiences of followers of a servant leader. More specifically, 
the study aimed to engage followers of an identified servant leader in interviews 
seeking the lived experiences related to the variables of commitment to the leader, self-
efficacy, and intrinsic motivation. The research question guiding the study was, How 
do followers experience commitment to a leader, self-efficacy, and intrinsic motivation 
as a result of their relationship with their servant leader?  

Methods and Procedures 

The study used mixed methods research design to, first, identify a servant leadership, 
and, second, to uncover the lived experiences of followers of that leader. The following 
section provides details of two separate steps. The first step was completed prior to 
embarking on the proposed phenomenological research as part of course requirements 
for the Regent University in PhD in Organizational Leadership program and engaged 
followers of a leader in assessing follower perceptions of servant leadership attributes 
using the SLAI (Dennis & Bocarnea, 2006). The results indicated that the leader was a 
servant leader. Taking those results, the second step engaged a sample of the followers 
of the identified leader in interviews to uncover their lived experiences as related to 
commitment to the leader, self-efficacy, and intrinsic motivation. The second step of this 
study provided a better understanding of how followers perceived and understood the 
variables in correlation to their relationship with the leader and may be used to inform 
scale development for empirically testing Winston’s (2003) model. 

Step One: Initial Assessment of Leader Using the SLAI 

In May and June of 2017, I engaged in data collection for LPHD 754 Quantitative 
Analysis Methods (Hunt, 2017). The data collection utilized the Servant Leadership 
Assessment Instrument (Dennis & Bocarnea, 2006) to assess follower perceptions of 
servant leadership of a university president at a small liberal arts and professional 
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university in the Upper Midwest. Institutional review board approval was sought and 
obtained from the university’s Institutional Review Board. 

Entering the 42-question survey into Survey Monkey and including demographic 
questions related to gender, tenure, and employee category (staff or faculty), the survey 
was distributed to a total of 325 recipients via email. Data collection took place between 
May 18, 2017, and June 2, 2017. A total of 65 completed surveys were collected (Hunt, 
2017). 

A total of 28 males (43.1%) and 35 females (53.8%) participated, as well as two who did 
not identify gender (3.1%) (Hunt, 2017). Self-identification of employment status 
resulted in 35 staff (53.8%) and 28 faculty (43.1%), with two respondents (3.1%) who did 
not identify their employment status (Hunt, 2017). Twenty-six respondents (40%) had 
been employed up to five years, 29 (44.6%) between six and ten years, and nine (13.8%) 
eleven or more years, with one respondent (1.5%) not indicating the length of 
employment (Hunt, 2017).  

Overall, university employees ranked their leader in all factors of servant leadership 
above the median. Means ranging between 3.40 for vision at the low end and 4.57 for 
humility at the high end, strongly suggest that followers perceived active servant 
leadership. Ranked by mean from highest to lowest, humility, trust, service, love, 
empowerment, altruism, and vision, the difference between the top-most factor of 
humility and the fifth-ranked factor of service equals 0.30, signifying minimal disparity 
in how these factors are viewed among the group. However, the next two factors, 
altruism and vision, score 0.81 and 1.17 lower than the top-most factor humility and 
0.50 and 0.86 lower than the lowest of the top five services, respectively, indicating a 
larger disparity in perception. 

Employment type did not indicate any significant differences for the factors. However, 
gender produced some significant difference in the altruism factor, with females rating 
the leader lower in altruism than males. Finally, means calculated by tenure showed a 
small but interesting phenomenon in that for the factors of love, empowerment, vision, 
altruism, and trust, employees with 6-10 years of service ranked the leader highest, 
followed by employees with 0-5 years, and lowest rankings for those with 11 or more 
years of service. The factors of humility and service showed highest rankings by those 
employed with five or fewer years of service, next by employees with 6-10 years, and 
last by employees with 11 or more years of service.   

Taken as a whole, the survey results indicated followers perceived the university leader 
as a servant leader. The results for the factors of love, empowerment, vision, altruism, 
and trust related to the length of tenure indicated that care should be taken in the 
phenomenological step to engage employees in all tenure categories to ensure accurate 
representation of experiences across the sample. As well, the gender difference 
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associated with altruism supports the need for representation across genders in the 
phenomenological step. 

Step Two: Proposed Phenomenological Study of Leader’s Follower 

Phenomenological methodology helped to uncover the lived leadership experiences of 
followers of the identified servant leader in relation to a commitment to the leader, self-
efficacy, and intrinsic motivation. The use of phenomenological methods allowed a 
better understanding and conceptualization of follower perspectives of these variables. 
The following section provides background for phenomenological methods and covers 
participant selection and sampling and data collection methods. 

Phenomenological Methodology 

Phenomenological research methods seek a description of the lived experiences of 
individuals or groups (Patton, 2015). A phenomenological researcher focuses on how 
individuals experience phenomena and how they make sense of those experiences 
(Patton, 2015). Ultimately, phenomenological research seeks to describe how people 
experience particular phenomena (Creswell, 2013). 

Moustakes (1994) described the phenomenological methods using six specific steps 
(Creswell, 2013).  First, the researcher identifies the phenomenon (Moustakes, 1994).  
Second, the researcher engages in techniques called bracketing, epoche, and 
phenomenological reduction (Moustakes, 1994).  Bracketing, epoche, and 
phenomenological reduction all serve to engage the researcher in honing in on the data 
as presented, seeking to limit personal bias and outside influence (Patton, 2015). A 
researcher uses bracketing to block out personal experiences regarding the 
phenomenon (Patton, 2015).  Epoche provides an intensive form of bracketing where 
researchers engage in the cognizant removal of personal biases and judgments of the 
phenomenon (Moustakes, 1994).  Finally, using phenomenological reduction the 
researcher presents the phenomenon in a way that remains faithful to the actual 
experience (Patton, 2015).   

A researcher collects data and engages the data in a process called horizontalization, 
which treats all data with equal importance (Creswell, 2013).  Using imaginative 
variation, which extracts the meaning of data using imagination, multiple frames of 
references, and divergent perspectives, the researcher begins to uncover data themes 
(Groenewald, 2004; Moustakes, 1994).  These themes assist the researcher in creating 
textual descriptions of experiences and structural descriptions of how individuals 
experienced the phenomenon (Creswell, 2013).   
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Data Collection Methods 

Moustakes (1994) argued for the use of interview in phenomenological methods.  The 
proposed study will conduct in-depth interviews in person or via telephone 
(Groenewald, 2004).  An informal, open-ended interview structure will provide depth 
and reduce question biases within the participant group (Patton, 2015). However, a 
topical guide supported by the literature will be used (Moustakes, 1994). I submitted 
the initial set of interview questions to a doctoral colleague and two potential 
participants to test the clarity of the interview questions. While all responded that the 
questions were understood, some small wording changes were made for clarification, 
and it was decided to include some definitions for clarity. The topical guide will consist 
of the following interview questions and provide definitions for the concepts of self-
efficacy, autonomy, and intrinsic motivation: 

Definitions: 

 Self-efficacy is defined as personal perceptions of competence in abilities
(Winston, 2003; van Dierendonck & Dijkstra, 2012).

 Autonomy is defined as self-determination or the ability to make choices related
to personal actions (van Dierendonck & Dijkstra, 2012).

 Intrinsic motivation is defined as a personal drive to engage in activity that fits
personal interests while being challenged (Cho & Perry, 2012; Winston, 2003).

Interview Questions: 

1. Describe your relationship with your leader and how that relationship affects
your commitment to the leader (Bass, 2000; House, 1976; Shamir, et al., 1993)?

2. Does how your leader communicates vision and goals affect your commitment to
the leader (House, 1976; Shamir, et al., 1993)?

3. In what ways does your leader mentor and empower you in your role (Poon,
2006; van Dierendonck & Dijkstra, 2012)?

4. Has that mentorship or empowerment created or supported personal self-
efficacy for you in the forms of meaningful work, autonomy, confidence, and
knowing the impact of your work (van Dierendonck & Dijkstra, 2012)?

5. How has your leader encouraged or supported your intrinsic motivation to
accomplish goals and tasks (Tu & Lu, 2016)?

6. What factors of the relationship between you and your leader have most
supported your intrinsic motivation to accomplish goals and tasks (Cho & Perry,
2012)?

7. Are there specific leadership behaviors that influenced your intrinsic motivation
to accomplish goals and tasks (Berson, et al., 2015)?

Specific data collection methods include recording and transcribing interviews via 
iPhone voice recording and NOW Transcribe software, respectively (Groenewald, 
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2004). In addition, field notes with observational, theoretical, methodological, and 
analytical notes will be taken during and following each interview. Transcribed 
interviews will be checked for accuracy and validity by sharing the transcriptions with 
each participant (Groenewald, 2004).   

Participants and Sampling 

Patton (2015) suggested using purposive sampling in studies designed to look at 
phenomena in depth. In addition, this study used a mixed methods approach, which 
identified a particular leader as a servant leader using the model proposed by Patterson 
(2003) and tested by the SLAI (Dennis & Bocarnea, 2006). As such, the participants in 
the sample included those who have worked closely or for an extended amount of time 
with the identified leader. In particular, I identified a diverse group of interviewees 
from within the ranks of the leader’s followers, including those who have served on the 
leader’s executive team and those who have worked with the leader for more than three 
years.  

A literature review produced several similarly focused phenomenological studies. 
Harris-Wilson (2017) studied the effects of empowering followers using a sample of 12 
participants. Hawkins (2016) explored follower perspectives of followership in higher 
education using a sample of ten participants. Hood (2015) studied follower perceptions 
of the outcomes of Greenleaf’s theory using ten participants.  

Mason (2010) indicated that sample sizes for qualitative studies may be much smaller 
than those in quantitative studies. In particular, the aim of a qualitative study directly 
affects the sample size (Mason, 2010; Francis, et al., 2010; Marshall, 1996; Patton, 2015). 
Marshall (1996) further stated that an "appropriate sample size for a qualitative study is 
one that adequately answers the research question" (p. 523). Moreover, distinct rules for 
sample size in qualitative research do not exist, as size depends on research intent and 
purpose, usefulness, time and resources (Patton, 2015, p. 311).   

Glaser and Straus (as cited in Mason, 2010) argued that data saturation occurs when no 
new data evolves into a new concept. Ritchie (as cited in Mason, 2010) cited a number of 
influences on saturation including the number of criteria selected, collection methods, 
multiple samples, the diversity of the sample, and the researcher's expertise on the 
subject. In essence, sampling and saturation work together in a continuum that is 
balanced and influenced by a number of mitigating factors. A key component of 
addressing both sampling and saturation in qualitative research rests in a researchers 
intent and ability to fully communicate, explain, describe, and justify sampling 
procedures (Patton, 2015). As such, an initial sample size of 10 participant interviews is 
proposed. However, sampling will continue until saturation occurs, or when no 
additional themes of meaning arise from data collection (Glaser & Straus as cited in 
Mason, 2010; Patton, 2015). 
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Table 1: Participant Demographics 

Participant Gender Direct/Indirect 
Report 

Age Range Years Worked for 
Leader 

Greg M Direct 60-70 12 

Kara F Indirect 40-50 8 

Ray M Indirect 50-60 16 

Mark M Indirect 60-70 11 

Sam M Direct 40-50 3 

Paula F Direct 50-60 16 

Mary F Indirect 60-70 12 

Tammy F Direct 50-60 11 

Pete M Direct 40-50 4 

Elaine F Direct 30-40 15 

Coding Methods 

Coding provides a means by which data can be simultaneously decoded and encoded 
(Saldana, 2009, p. 4). First cycle coding methods included initial coding read-through, 
InVivo coding, descriptive coding, values coding, and simultaneous coding, which 
represent elemental coding methods (Saldana, 2009). These initial coding methods 
allowed for an “open-ended” first review (Saldana, 2009, p. 66). InVivo coding enabled 
codes to be pulled directly from the data and results in codes such as met you where you 
were at and had my back  (Moustakes, 1994). Descriptive codes provided a means to 
summarize ideas and concepts (Saldana, 2009). Participants “values, attitudes, and 
beliefs” make up the values coding (Saldana, 2009, p. 89). Finally, simultaneous coding 
provided an avenue by which multiple codes could be applied at the same time to a 
single word or phrase (Saldana, 2009). Following initial coding and frequency counts, 
codes were categorized into group codes by theming the data (Saldana, 2009). Theming 
the data allowed a corpus of similar codes to emerge, which then allowed an 
overarching theme to move into four final group codes (Saldana, 2009).  

Results 

Following the first and second cycle coding methods, I reviewed each interview 
question to derive evidence of overarching themes connecting to each of the questions. 
The following review shows participants answers to each question. As well, the review 
indicates code frequencies and thematic patterns in the coded data. 
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Overall, participants described their relationship with their leader as being one of 
quality, supported by affirming and supportive leader behavior, open communication, 
and overall integrity and authenticity. The data supported the idea that the leader had 
taken time and effort to build relationships with the followers, in more than a fleeting 
way. Finally, the data indicated that from this relationship, trust emerged and created a 
sense of commitment and loyalty. 

Greg: I would say that as I got…as I grew to understand Brad I began to realize that 
Brad's approach to working with people was, I would say, casual (Code 1: 
personable; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: quality 
relationship)…He was very interested in conversation, very interested in talking 
through his thought process (Code 1: openness; shared information; Group Code: 
transparency; Final Group Code: transparent communication). So if you worked with 
Brad you would understand that meetings were usually long and…and Brad 
would usually want to talk through any process that he was thinking about and 
would want your input and want to hear from those who were working with 
him (Code 1: listen; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: transparent 
communication). So, I always felt like Brad…that my working relationship with 
him was mutually respectful but I never felt that it was, after the first little while, 
I never thought that it was an extremely formal relationship or authoritarian 
relationship (Code 1: respect, validated, not authoritative; Group Code: authenticity, 
democratic, affirmation; Final Group Code: quality relationships, transparent 
communication, self-efficacy). I felt that it was a more casual kind of relationship in 
which he sought to accomplish certain goals and enlisted people to help him 
accomplish those goals (Code 1: participative, personable; Group Code: democratic, 
building relationships; Final Group Code: quality relationships, transparent 
communication)…Because Brad was…maybe another way to describe that was 
personable (Code 1: personable; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: 
quality relationships). Casualness led to…I never felt that Brad's connection to me 
in the business relationship was different than his relationship to me, on a 
personal level, if that makes sense (Code 1: consistent; Group Code: integrity; Final 
Group Code: quality relationships). Brad and I weren't pals, you know, we weren't 
out playing golf every weekend or anything, but I always felt that he was 
genuine (Code 1: genuine; Group Code: authenticity; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). So, that my relationship with him in the office wasn't any different 
than my relationship with him if I didn't play golf with him or if I did go out and 
grab a bite to eat with him or if I was in his home…I never said that with respect 
to the kind of personal connection, that there was a difference when I was in his 
office during the workweek or any if I saw him at any other time. He was just 
always honest, genuine, above-board, caring, sympathetic (Code 1: honest, 
genuine, straightforward, care, empathy; Group Code: integrity, authenticity, service, 
affirmation; Final Group Code: quality relationships, role modeling, self-efficacy). So, I 
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think that's what I call casual or which you could also call personal or maybe also 
call genuine (Code 1: genuine; Group Code: authenticity; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). Yes, surely encouraged commitment. Absolutely. 

Kara: My relationship with the leader was…I think of it as a positive relationship (Code 
1: positive relationship; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). He, obviously I was not a direct report to him, but I worked closely 
with him on [projects]…I think it was...was a positive relationship, definitely 
(Code 1: positive relationship; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: 
quality relationships). I always felt like I was supported…always felt like I could 
go to him and ask questions and know that the answer that I received (Code 1: 
support, openness; Group Code: transparency, affirmation; Final Group Code: 
transparent communication, quality relationships, self-efficacy), he wouldn't waiver 
necessarily later (Code 1: consistent; Group Code: integrity; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). So, I kind of felt like I could move forward instead of thinking, ah I 
need to circle back and find out what, if that's really what he meant (Code 1: clear 
communication; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: transparent 
communication)…I felt …it’s one of the reasons I've stayed so long, because I felt 
like I was heard (Code 1: listen; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: 
transparent communication), I felt like everybody who came to him for whatever 
reason, whether they were a trustee or somebody who's…not to say that it's a 
lesser job, but you know someone who works hourly or something like that…I 
think no matter what, in any situation I was aware of, he was always really 
respectful of everybody (Code 1: personable; Group Code: building relationships; Final 
Group Code: quality relationships) and I always felt he was trying to better not just 
the University but the individuals that he worked with, whom he worked. So, 
that made me feel very committed to his leadership, as well as the University 
itself (Code 1: leader commitment, service; Group Code: service, commitment; Final 
Group Code: role modeling)…And, I feel like part of that is because of the growth 
opportunities that he allowed to happen (Code 1: encouraged growth; Group Code: 
affirmation; Final Group Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy). He is and was very 
wise about allowing people to grow and figuring out well you've maybe not 
mastered X, Y, or Z, but you know it's time for you to develop some more (Code 
1: encouraged growth; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: quality relationships, 
self-efficacy). And I feel he really helped in that regard. And, again that fosters 
commitment. 

Ray: I worked with him enough and in enough different capacities that I felt I could 
really trust him (Code 1: trust; Group Code: integrity; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). One of the things I told him before he left is that I never felt like he 
treated me like an employee (Code 1: collegial; Group Code: building relationships; 
Final Group Code: quality relationships). I felt he treated me like a colleague (Code 1: 
collegial; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: quality relationships). 
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Like maybe first among equals (Code 1: collegial; Group Code: building relationships; 
Final Group Code: quality relationships)…that coupled with just his own particular 
skill … gave us kind of mutual background that we could work together on 
several different things over the years (Code 1: common ground; Group Code: 
building relationships; Final Group Code: quality relationships). And, I knew that 
whenever I would hear the latest crazy idea or whatever the latest new idea, that 
I didn't even, if I wasn't sure of it, I would know that I could trust that ultimately 
that idea wasn't crazy, that it was, in fact, a vetted idea that it had many hours 
and many people behind it (Code 1: participative; Group Code: democratic; Final 
Group Code: quality relationships, transparent communication.). So, I knew he wasn't 
he was just an autonomous leader, that he would just decide we're going to do 
this everybody does it or they can lump it (Code 1: participative; Group Code: 
democratic; Final Group Code: quality relationships, transparent 
communication)….Because as you and I both know just in talking to him and the 
visioning process the way he did it there were often crazy ideas (Code 1: vision, 
trust; Group Code: trust, vision; Final Group Code: transparent communication)…So, 
you know, I finally learned when he crossed over the line from, you know, I got 
this really kooky idea that maybe could work to sort of lighten the mood of the 
kookiest idea has come into my head (Code 1: dreaming; Group Code: vision; Final 
Group Code: transparent communication)….And, not even…that style I feel 
engender is a sense of trust because I think people generally take themselves too 
seriously (Code 1: trust, humility; Group Code: integrity; authenticity; Final Group 
Code: quality relationships). And so, I appreciate working relationships that know 
when to get down to work but also know when to set work aside to just be 
human and to communicate and to be silly, to whatever, so that, you know, you, 
you, build a relationship (Code 1: sense of humor; Group Code: building relationships; 
Final Group Code: quality relationships). You're not just working on a project, you're 
building a relationship so that the work on the project goes smoothly and can be 
more efficient (Code 1: building relationships; Group Code: building relationships; 
Final Group Code: quality relationships).  

Mark: Any time that I met with him, my personal impression is that he was a very 
caring and genuine individual and most of the time he always gave me positive 
feedback rather than negative and unhelpful. (Code 1: care, genuine, positive 
feedback; Group Code: service, authenticity, affirmation; Final Group Code: role 
modeling, quality relationships, self-efficacy).  

Sam: He does not, he carries himself as a regular person (Code 1: authenticity; Group 
Code: authenticity; Final Group Code: quality relationships) and that's an unusual 
trait in a President. You know my favorite experience with Brad is, I tell the story 
a lot, I showed up to the, my wife and I showed up to a dinner my first year here 
and every table had its own theme. I walked in and Brad had the silly hat on, 
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silly sunglasses, and ley around his neck. And the previous President I worked 
for would not have done that in a million years, would not have humbled 
himself in that respect (Code 1: humility; Group Code: authenticity; Final Group Code: 
quality relationships). And I think that's the thing I enjoyed about Brad. I certainly 
respected his intellect, his vision, his dedication (Code 1: vision, leader commitment; 
Group Code: vision, commitment; Final Group Code: transparent communication, role 
modeling) to the institution. But what made that real for me was his ability to 
relate to anyone in any situation and make you feel comfortable (Code 1: met you 
where you were at; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). And it was an absolute joy not only for myself but for my 
wife…And you know that those are rare qualities too. It was just about the time 
you would forget he's the President (Code 1: humility; Group Code: authenticity; 
Final Group Code: quality relationships)…He just had a way of saying things in…a 
way of putting things that everybody could understand (Code 1: clear 
communication; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: transparent 
communication) and everybody could immediately go ok, that's what he's talking 
about, that's what he's looking for. It was, again, just a relatable thing for a guy 
(Code 1: building relationships; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: 
quality relationships) in his position as any CEO but certainly a college President. I 
think there's no doubt that he's a brilliant man. He's a brilliant leader. But what 
makes him brilliant is his ability to, for everyone to understand (Code 1: clear 
communication; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: transparent 
communication) what he's trying to do and that he was always looking forward 
(Code 1: vision; Group Code: vision; Final Group Code: transparent communication) 
and that's what I really enjoyed that. I can't say enough good things about him. 
It's a pleasure to work for him. 

Paula: Well, I had a very close relationship with Brad (Code 1: loyalty; Group Code: 
commitment; Final Group Code: role modeling)….So, we would spend a fair amount 
of time, I wouldn't say socially but very informally having conversations (Code 1: 
building relationships; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). We ate together. We drove long distances together. So, we would 
have, rarely were they personal in nature, but they were informal in nature. And, 
so, I think, you know, those…that relationship created a bond, an understanding, 
a commitment that, I just became, I became committed to what I, what I, learned 
he was trying to accomplish (Code: understanding; leader commitment; Group Code: 
affirmation, commitment; Final Group Code: quality relationships, role modeling, self-
efficacy). I became more, probably more committed to helping him be successful 
because I respected him and I liked him and I felt like what he was trying to do I 
understood and I bought into and therefore I…I…wanted to do everything I 
could do to make him successful (Code 2: respect, bought in; Group Code: 
authenticity, commitment; Final Group Code: quality relationships, role modeling). It 
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was very much less about could I be successful, even though I'm not a person 
who likes to fail. So, my own sense of accomplishment is important. But, I found 
myself over time I find, found [my husband] asking…asking occasionally why 
do you…why does that matter to you that…that should not matter to you 
because you have to [do this] and you're over here doing this?...Whatever that 
was the answer was always because I'm part of a bigger vision (Code 1: 
participative; Group Code: democratic; Final Group Code: quality relationships, 
transparent communication) and I want…I want us to be successful as a university. 
And, if I'm not supporting Brad who is? I am his team (Code 1: team; Group Code: 
democratic; Final Group Code: quality relationships, transparent 
communication)…We… are his team just as though the groups that work with me 
make our department successful (Code 1: team; Group Code: democratic; Final Group 
Code: quality relationships, transparent communication). I'm part of the team that 
works for Brad and if we don't do the things that need to get done, (Code 1: team; 
Group Code: democratic; Final Group Code: quality relationships, transparent 
communication) he and this university are not successful. So, it just became a real 
loyalty I guess (Code 1: loyalty; Group Code: commitment; Final Group Code: role 
modeling). 

Mary: I always felt my relationship was really good with Dr. Bradley and actually I 
would go further than that and say that I felt extremely loyal to him, toward him 
and really he is such an endearing figure that I felt willing to follow him (Code 1: 
loyalty; Group Code: commitment; Final Group Code: role modeling)...You know, more 
than that…but I felt like Dr. Bradley was very honest and so he...that created a lot 
of trust (Code 1: honesty, trust; Group Code: integrity; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). When he took a direction I always felt like…my feeling always was 
his intention was always for the good of the whole, the good of the college (Code 
1: altruistic; Group Code: integrity; Final Group Code: quality relationships). And, I 
actually, I don't know if this might fit in another place, but I actually had an 
experience with Dr. Bradley where there was a situation on campus that very 
tricky. A student had gotten a little out of control and Dr. Bradley just acted very 
promptly and it was so clear that what was foremost in his mind was the safety 
of all students and very quick action, but not unthoughtful action (Code 1: 
thoughtful, concern; Group Code: integrity; service; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships, role modeling). It was thoughtful toward all parties but safety really 
primary for everyone involved (Code 1: thoughtful; service; Group Code: integrity, 
service; Final Group Code: quality relationships, role modeling). 

Tammy: I would call it a very open relationship (Code 1: transparency; Group Code: 
transparency; Final Group Code: transparent communication). I felt more that I was 
working with him rather than for him (Code 1: participative; Group Code: 
democratic; Final Group Code: quality relationships, transparent communication)… I 
think when you have a sense that you're working with someone there's more of a 
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sense of teamwork, which appeals to me (Code 1: team; Group Code: democratic; 
Final Group Code: quality relationships, transparent communication). So, it probably 
increased my commitment to him. 

Pete: Well, I worked for Brad for four years… In terms of our, what our relationship 
was, I think it was a very good working relationship. I always felt supported by 
him (Code 1: support; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: quality relationships, 
self-efficacy), particularly dealing with personnel issues. Brad was always willing 
to sit down with everybody and listen to all sides of a story or a situation that 
was going on (Code 1: listen: Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: 
transparent communication). Whatever the case might be. But at the end of the day 
I never had any doubt that he would be there to support me and would not 
undermine me in any way (Code 1: support; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group 
Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy). So I always, always, felt like he had my 
back going into any situation and even if he didn't agree 100 percent with what I 
wanted to do or what I thought the best route forward was, once the decision 
was made he supported me in that (Code 1: support, had my back; Group Code: 
affirmation; Final Group Code: quality relationships)…very supportive relationship 
(Code 1: support; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: quality relationships, self-
efficacy).  

Elaine: Well, I was his [direct report for] about four years until his retirement…I got to 
observe him in several different ways and see the ways that he carried out his 
leadership (Code 1: role model; Group Code: role model; Final Group Code: role 
modeling)…because he and his leadership shows commitment to others, 
appreciation for others what they do (Code 1: care; Group Code: Service; Final Group 
Code: role modeling). Encouraging me to reach out with my needs whether that 
was I finding ah different department heads to get in touch with me on things or 
board members and communicating with them about upcoming meetings or 
committee items (Code 1: encouraged growth, empowered; Group Code: affirmation; 
Final Group Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy). He encouraged me to be a self-
starter. 

The most prevalent theme that emerged from the data, quality relationships (50), 
included the following group codes: building relationships (15), affirmation (13), 
authenticity (10), democratic (10), and integrity (10). The building relationships group 
code included the following initial codes: personable (4), building relationships (3), 
collegial (3), positive relationship (2), common ground (1), met you where you were at 
(1), and sense of humor (1). The affirmation group code included the following initial 
codes: support (4), encouraged growth (4), empowered (1), had my back (1), 
understanding (1), validated (1), positive feedback (1), empathy (1). The authenticity 
group code included the following initial codes: genuine (4), humility (3), respect (1), 
and authenticity (1). The democratic group code included the following initial codes: 
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participative (5), team (4), and not authoritative (1). Finally, the integrity group code 
included the following initial codes: trust (4), honesty (2), thoughtful (2), consistent (2), 
altruistic (1), and straightforward (1). The quality of the relationship between leader and 
follower stemmed primarily from the care taken by the leader to build the relationship, 
his affirming behavior toward each follower, and a general sense of the leader’s 
integrity and authenticity. These characteristics and behaviors were supported by an 
overall sense of democratic participation in the organization's work and processes. 
Overall, participants indicated that commitment to the leader directly reflected the 
quality of their relationships with the leader. The data showed support for the impact of 
quality relationships on follower commitment (Bass, 2000).  

The second prevalent theme that emerged from the data, transparent communication 
(23), included the following group codes: democratic (10), transparency (9), and vision 
(4). The democratic group code included the following initial codes: participative (5), 
team (4), and not authoritative (1). The transparency group code included the following 
initial codes: listen (3), clear communication (2), openness (2), transparency (1), and 
shared information (1). The vision group code included the following initial codes: 
(vision 3) and dreaming (1). The perception of transparent communication stemmed 
from the leader’s willingness to engage in democratic behaviors of participation and 
teamwork, supported by clear communication, active listening, and openness to ideas. 
These leader behaviors supported the overall understanding and acceptance of the 
organization’s vision. Bass (2000) argued that follower commitment directly links to 
vision and participatory leadership behaviors, which are supported by the data.  

Two additional themes emerged from the data, including role modeling (13) and self-
efficacy (13). Role modeling included the following group codes: commitment (7), 
service (6), and role model (1). The group code of commitment included the following 
initial codes: leader commitment (3), loyalty (3), bought in (1). The group code of service 
included the following initial codes: care (3), service (2), and concern (1). The group 
code of role model including on initial code: role model (1). Participants expressed 
viewing the leader as someone they could emulate or look to as an exemplar in a 
number of leadership areas. House (1976) indicated that follower’s commitment 
increases when they view the leader as a role model. Thus, the data support the 
literature. Participants experienced the leader as a role model in seeing both the leader’s 
commitment to the vision and mission of the organization and the leader’s overall 
service to the organization and its constituents. House (1976) and Shamir, et al. (1993) 
argued that leadership inspires follower commitment as followers seek to emulate the 
leader’s values, goals, and behaviors.  

Self-efficacy included the group code of affirmation (13). The affirmation group code 
included the following initial codes: support (4), encouraged growth (4), empowered 
(1), had my back (1), understanding (1), validated (1), positive feedback (1), empathy 
(1). In the case of self-efficacy, the data indicated that the overall behaviors of the leader 
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increased both the quality of the relationships and the follower’s self-efficacy. In 
particular, the leader’s affirming behaviors moved beyond just empowering and 
support, to affirmation, which in turn increased their overall commitment to the leader. 

Question 2: Does how your leader communicates vision and goals affect your 
commitment to the leader? 

Overall, participants described their leader’s communication of vision and goals as 
transparent and participatory.  The transparency and democratic nature of 
communicated vision and goals received direct support from the quality relationship 
between the leader and follower. Participants cited the leader’s personal commitment 
and persistence in reaching the organization’s vision and goals as something they 
modeled their own behavior after and further indicated a sense of self-efficacy and 
autonomy in how they personally could help the organization reach the vision. 

Greg: Yes, I would say it did. Again, maybe to kind of reiterate that I think that the way 
Brad commun…communicated his vision oftentimes was through a kind of 
mutual, ah, discussion of…ah, goals (Code 1: leader commitment, participative; 
Group Code: commitment, democratic; Final Group Code: role modeling, quality 
relationships, transparent communication)…Brad surely had ideas. He was creative 
and that is to say that Brad was always fomenting ideas, he did, he was stirring 
the pot, he didn't let things stand still and just kind of restless, almost that way, 
as you know (Code 1: vision; Group Code: vision; Final Group Code: transparent 
communication). But at the same time, he just, he ah, he didn't just come into one's 
office or come into a cabinet meeting or something like that and just throw the 
rules down on the table and say, “OK, here are your marching orders” (Code 1: 
not authoritative; Group Code: democratic; Final Group Code: quality relationships, 
transparent communication). There was always a discussion, there was always give 
and take (Code 1: shared information; vision, participative; Group Code; transparency, 
vision; Final Group Code: transparent communication, quality relationships). And, 
there was always a kind of working through the material. So, yeah, because it 
was a shared, he wanted to share the vision and he wanted people to buy into 
the vision, and oftentimes, he changed, he allowed the vision to be shaped by 
those around him (Code 1: shared information; vision; Group Code; transparency, 
vision; Final Group Code: transparent communication). So, that then we all own it 
(Code 1: bought in; Group Code: commitment; Final Group Code: role modeling). And, 
yeah, that surely encouraged commitment, because when something is owned by 
everyone right, then we are all committed to it and to the person who initiated it 
(Code 1: bought in, vision; Group Code: commitment, vision; Final Group Code: role 
modeling, transparent communication).  

Kara: That's really, I…I know you don't need me to assess the questions, but I love it. 
One of the things you know, when Brad was here he invited everybody to 
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participate in a vision statement for the University and then it was a smaller 
committee in the end that created it (Code 1: vision, participative; Group Code: 
vision, democratic; Final Group Code: transparent communication, quality 
relationships)…I always felt like it was interesting because he had a clear vision 
but at the same time he was always open to hearing what everybody else in the 
room thought and then was very conscious of the fact that he was a leader (Code 
1: vision, openness, clear communication, tolerant; Group Code: vision, transparency; 
Final Group Code: transparent communication). So, he was going to be not just a 
sounding board but to synthesize all that information and make sure that he 
follows through on whatever, whatever the goal of that (Code 1: sounding board, 
synthesized information; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: transparent 
communication)… He was always open to the conversation (Code 1: listen, 
openness; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: transparent 
communication)…You know he communicated goals, I think he was really good at 
it (Code 1: clear communication; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: 
transparent communication). There were cases that we didn't necessarily meet 
every goal every year…he would always back us up you know when talking to 
the board (Code 1: had my back; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-
efficacy, quality relationships). And to me, that's a leader too…You literally felt like 
he had your back so to speak (Code 1: had my back; Group Code: affirmation; Final 
Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships).  

Ray: As far as the way he communicated his vision…that was usually done through 
mostly official channels. At least in my capacity with him as being a faculty 
member. So, what I would hear, if we're about the vision, a strategic plan, or new 
programs for the university or new, new, new, directives for the academic dean 
to work on…by the time I heard about them they were being communicated in 
maybe more official capacities (Code 1: clear communication; Group Code: 
transparency; Final Group Code: transparent communication).  

Mark: I think Brad had a very unique way of communicating. And, I always really 
respect people who can talk to the masses in a very simple format (Code 1: clear 
communication, respect; Group Code: transparency, authenticity; Final Group Code: 
transparent communication, quality relationships). Brad was not intimidating 
individual (Code 1: personable; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: 
quality relationships). He never took himself serious but he took his job serious 
(Code 1: humility, leader commitment; Group Code: authenticity, commitment; Final 
Group Code: quality relationships, role modeling) and because he talked very simple 
and he made sure that through that simplicity everybody could understand his 
vision or how he can see the future of this institution (Code 1: clear communication, 
vision; Group Code: transparency, vision; Final Group Code: transparent 
communication). I think leaders that they can talk simple (Code 1: clear 
communication; Group Code; transparency; Final Group Code: transparent 
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communication) you're going to have more followers because… they have more 
followers than those people who come across the one to communicate to people 
in a very high level of educational knowledge (Code 1: clear communication; Group 
Code: transparency; Final Group Code: transparent communication). Brad was the 
president but he talked very simple in the sense of and put everybody at ease 
and that's why that communication did help (Code 1: clear communication, 
personable; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). He didn't intimidate you he didn't use a lot of jargons (Code 1: 
personable, clear communication; Group Code: building relationship, transparency; Final 
Group Code: quality relationships, transparent communication). He says what it is 
(Code 1: clear communication; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: 
transparent communication).  

Sam: He was, he was very clear (Code 1: clear communication; Group Code: transparency; 
Final Group Code: transparent communication). He always explained where he was 
going (Code 1: vision; Group Code: vision; Final Group Code: transparent 
communication). He wasn't afraid. He would always, the thing that I liked too, 
Brad would always listen to you, listen to your ideas and take it to heart and 
trust your leadership (Code 1: listen, trust, trusted me; Group Code: transparency, 
integrity, trust; Final Group Code: transparent communication, quality relationships). 
And when you have somebody that… and will let you do your job and when 
you have somebody in that position that's willing to let you do your job, listen to 
your thoughts and how you feel about things, that makes it so much easier to 
respect (Code 1: autonomy, listen, respect; Group Code: autonomy, transparency, 
authenticity; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, transparent communication, quality 
relationships). You should always respect the President because the President, you 
respect (Code 1: respect; Group Code: authenticity; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). We respected Brad, I respect Brad because he was Brad and the fact 
that he would listen to you and take your counsel he wouldn't always agree with 
you which is fine but he would always listen (Code 1: respect, listen, tolerant; Group 
Code: authenticity, transparency; Final Group Code: quality relationships, transparent 
communication). And at the same time, we would have a lively debate and lively 
discussions (Code 1: openness, tolerant; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: 
transparent communication). I appreciated it. Openness in cabinet to listen to 
different points of view and let people debate and express their opinion (Code 1: 
openness, listen, tolerant, participative; Group Code: transparency, democratic; Final 
Group Code: transparent communication, quality relationships). And, in the end, we 
would all come to a conclusion and we walked out of that room and be behind 
that decision (Code 1: participative, team; Group Code: democratic; Final Group Code: 
quality relationships, transparent communication). So, it makes it so much easier 
than to buy into what he's doing and what he's trying to accomplish (Code 1: 
bought in; Group Code: commitment; Final Group Code: role modeling).  
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Paula: In some ways, you remember Brad...His world is more of an artist's canvas than 
it is a spreadsheet. And so, together we…we had to we had to find the right 
colors and we had to find, as his cabinet, we had to kind of set the agenda for 
him (Code 1: participative; Group Code: democratic; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships, transparent communication). He would say things like, “Well, what do 
you think about this,” or every now and then he'd say, “Well you know we need 
to do something in health sciences,” or something like that you know (Code 1: 
openness, participative; Group Code: transparency, democratic; Final Group Code: 
transparent communication, quality relationships)…But, he would say it kind of 
tongue in cheek sometimes. But, you knew what he meant. And so, then you'd 
say, “Well, Brad I really think…” he just left…he left the canvas half done. And 
so, you just found a way to fill in the color (Code 1: participative; Group Code: 
democratic; Final Group Code: transparent communication, quality relationships). He 
never…he never said this is what I want done (Code 1: not authoritative; Group 
Code: democratic; Final Group Code: quality relationships, transparent 
communication)…When I look back I think it did develop leadership in others 
because he let others lead (Code 1: let others lead; Group Code: democratic; Final 
Group Code: quality relationships, transparent communication). He knew when to 
pull back because he did have his own…his own ego…You knew when it was 
time to say, “Brad, I think we, I think we're at a point here where this is going to 
work. What do you think?” And then he would say, “Well, I think you should go 
this way or that way.” You know, he was really pretty good about that. You'd 
provide all of the information that you thought it was the direction he wanted to 
head in and then he would say, you know, he'd kind of guide the rest of it or 
something, you know (Code 2: guidance; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: 
self-efficacy)…So because of that a lot of freedom was given to the people that 
worked for him to do things their way (Code 1: freedom; Group Code: autonomy; 
Final Group Code: self-efficacy).  

Mary: I didn't deal directly with Dr. Bradley. So, we didn't have a lot of conversations. 
Most of goals and vision came through, by hearing about them or faculty 
meetings. But again when Dr. Bradley was present at a faculty meeting or talking 
to a group of faculty there really always was a sense of generosity toward not 
only students but to our faculty and staff (Code 1: openness; Group Code: 
transparency; Final Group Code: transparent communication). So again, that integrity 
that he displayed, just his willingness to be vulnerable really and genuine was 
helpful (Code 1: integrity, vulnerability, genuine; Group Code: integrity, authenticity; 
Final Group Code: quality relationships). In saying yeah, well, I'm not sure how this 
is going to play out because you never knew and no one ever knows how 
something will play out. But nevertheless, it never felt heavy-handed to me (Code 
1: not authoritative; Group Code: democratic; Final Group Code: quality relationships, 
transparent communication) 
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Tammy: Yeah, yeah, I think yes. I think it did affect the relationship because it clarifies 
what the expectations are and it also unifies the group (Code 1: clear 
communication; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: transparent 
communication)… I think because they were developed as a group (Code 1: 
participative; Group Code: democratic; Final Group Code: transparent communication, 
quality relationships). It was like there was a consensus there (Code 1: participative; 
Group Code: democratic; Final Group Code: transparent communication, quality 
relationships). 

Pete: I would say so. In a large part, the reason that I came here was because of Brad 
and his commitment to the vision that he had for the University and to be a part 
of that (Code 1: leader commitment, vision; Group Code: commitment; vision; Final 
Group Code: role modeling, transparent communication). So, I was really excited by 
the direction the University was heading. And, I love the fact that he dreamed 
these really big audacious dreams (Code 1: dreaming; Group Code: vision; Final 
Group Code: transparent communication). And, he was quite a sales...is…it's not like 
he's dead. He just retired. He is quite a salesman and convinced me that this 
University has got a great future and that we need good people to help move it 
forward (Code 1: persuasion; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: transparent 
communication). So, certainly it affected my level of commitment (Code 1: loyalty: 
Group Code: commitment; Final Group Code: role modeling) to him just sort of right 
out of the gate…his tireless commitment to the mission helped drive me (Code 1: 
leader commitment, vision; Group Code: commitment, vision; Final Group Code: role 
modeling, transparent communication). You know that he just, you know, he's just 
sort of a bulldog. You just keep going and you keep going and you get knocked 
down and you get back up again and you just, there's little roadblocks that are in 
the way (Code 1: persistence; Group Code: commitment; Final Group Code: role 
modeling). You know, in some ways, one of the funniest things he ever said to me 
after my first year when we did my performance review. He said one of the 
things I like about you is people just throw shit at your feet and you step over it 
and just keep going forward. And, it was is some ways it’s fantastic because 
that's him too. That it's, you know, department of Ed fine. OK. Move on. Yeah 
and HUD fine. OK. Move on. Oh what's this the HLC’s not going to let us do 
engineering this year. OK. Move on. And, you just keep moving on. And, in 
some ways it's really refreshing to see your leader not get bogged down and 
bummed out for a long time over these headaches (Code 1: persistence; Group 
Code: commitment; Final Group Code: role modeling). You know, that…that 
really helped me a lot in terms of getting through those times when inevitably an 
organization you're thinking why are we doing this (Code 1: persistence: Group 
Code: commitment; Final Group Code: role modeling). So, that was one of the things 
that, you know, that really helped me get through those challenging times.  
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The most prevalent theme emerged as transparent communication (40), including the 
group codes of transparency (23), vision (11), and democratic (14). The group code 
transparency included the following initial codes: clear communication (12), openness 
(6), listen (5), tolerant (2), shared information (2), persuasion (1), synthesized 
information (1), and sounding board (1). The group code vision included the following 
initial codes: vision (10) and dreaming (1). The group code democratic included the 
following initial codes: participative (10), not authoritative (3), and team (1). The 
literature argued for increased follower commitment as a result of clearly articulated 
goals and vision that results from participation in the visioning process (Bass, 2000; 
House, 1976; Shamir, et al., 1993). The data supported the concepts of a participatory 
and transparent visioning process.  

The second most prevalent theme emerged as quality relationships (26), including the 
group codes of democratic (14), authentic (6), affirmation (4), building relationships (3), 
and integrity (2). The group code democratic included the following initial codes: 
participative (10), not authoritative (3), and team (1). The group code of authentic 
included the following initial codes: respect (2), vulnerable (1), genuine (1), and 
humility (1). The group code of affirmation included the following initial codes: had my 
back (2), guidance (1), and trusted me (1). The group code of building relationships 
included the following initial codes: personable (3). Finally, the group code of integrity 
included the following initial codes: trust (1) and integrity (1). Again, the quality of the 
relationship between the leader and follower provided a foundational piece of the 
commitment to the leader’s vision and goals. In some ways, the quality of the 
relationship between the leader and follower provided a foundational place from which 
transparent communication could arise. 

Two smaller themes emerged from the data, including role modeling (11) and self-
efficacy (5). Role modeling included the group code of commitment (11), which 
included the following initial codes: leader commitment (4), persistence (3), bought in 
(3), and loyalty (1). Self-efficacy included the group codes of autonomy (5) and 
affirmation (2). Autonomy included the initial codes of autonomy (1), freedom (1), and 
let others lead (1). Affirmation included the initial codes of trusted me (1) and guidance 
(1). Again, participants indicated that the commitment shown by the leader provided 
both an example to emulate and a place from which their own personal autonomy in 
meeting the vision of the organization could arise (House, 1976). 

Questions 3:  In what ways does your leader mentor and empower you in your 
role? 

Overall, participants indicated that their leader mentored and empowered them 
through a quality relationship. Several participants readily termed their interaction as 
mentorship, but just as many indicated that they did not feel it was a mentoring 
relationship. The salience of affirmation in supporting both the quality of their 
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relationship and their sense of self-efficacy surfaces as a key component in follower 
perceptions of mentoring and empowerment.  

Greg: Um, well, I mean I would say he surely did, just to begin with. Boy, just off the 
top of my head to come up with specific instances isn't necessarily as easy. You 
know Brad first of all was just and encouraging person (Code 1: encouraged; Group 
Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy)…Brad was 
very unhappy, that he hadn't been at the meeting and he, it was very clear. He 
made it very clear to me that he was unhappy about that (Code 1: clear 
communication; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: transparent 
communication). And, I felt just terrible. And he could tell I felt pretty bad. So, I 
walked out of there. Later on, he came into my office and it was just the most 
interesting thing because he had worked out in his own mind why it is that I 
would not have invited him to that meeting. He basically sat down and 
explained this to me (Code 1: had my back; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group 
Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy). It, you know, it was just the craziest thing 
because it was clear that Brad wanted to kind of justify to me, you know, why it 
was, because he knew I was feeling bad (Code 1: had my back; Group Code: 
affirmation; Final Group Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy). And even though 
when I got into his office he was unhappy, he didn't want me to feel bad about it 
(Code 1: positive feedback; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships, self-efficacy). So, I think the situation with mentoring was for Brad. 
Brad just encouraged the people who worked for him (Code 1: encouraged; Group 
Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy). He wanted to 
them to they were valuable that their opinions were valuable and that he always 
was on their side (Code 1: listen, had my back; Group Code: transparency, affirmation; 
Final Group Code: transparent communication, self-efficacy). I guess, is what I would 
say. That he sort of had their backs (Code 1: had my back; Group Code: affirmation; 
Final Group Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy). He wasn't the kind of boss who 
was looking to bring you up short and to give you a difficult time if you didn't 
do one thing or another but he always wanted to encourage you and emphasize 
your strengths (Code 1: encouraged; validated; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group 
Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy). You know, and the other side of mentoring 
that has to do more with teaching you things, ah, I have no doubt that I learned a 
lot from Brad (Code 1: teaching; Group Code: role model; Final Group Code: role 
modeling). And, I think probably the thing I learned more form Brad than 
anything else would be about how to interact with other people when you're 
trying to set forth goals…And, I think from Brad, you know, he taught me a 
different kind of approach to things that had to do with interacting more with 
other people as you try to forge some kind of plan (Code 1: role model; Group Code: 
role model; Final Group Code: role modeling). And, I think that was helpful as well. 
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Kara: I did think of him as a mentor, even from the beginning. I had my 
interview…and he happened to be here in his office in his sweatpants and a 
sweatshirt sitting at the table (Code 1: personable; Group Code: building relationships; 
Final Group Code: quality relationships). And, you know they were like go see Brad 
for a little while. So, I went and visited with him and from that initial 
conversation, honestly I still remember it felt like that was a moment where I just 
thought this man is wise and he has a lot of information to share and we have a 
common interest in theatre, particularly, that we really talked about a lot (Code 1: 
common ground; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). Mentoring to me isn't just about what your job is right now. It's 
about where you are going and where you have been (Code 1: encouraged growth; 
Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy). Right 
now, where are you going and where are you going to. And my feeling is, has 
been really helpful in those areas. Let me see, visiting with him I guess you make 
me feel empower me? I can't say never. I can't say never, I shouldn't say because 
I don't know how he treated everybody else. I imagine he has similar 
experiences. Brad is very consistent (Code 1: consistent; Group Code: integrity; Final 
Group Code: quality relationships). I think he empowered me in always feeling like 
I can do whatever I want (Code 1: empowered, affirmation; Group Code: affirmation; 
Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). You know I mean you put your 
mind to it and just decide that you're going to do something if (Code 1: 
affirmation; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: quality relationships, self-
efficacy). When I hearing what the goal is for the campaign initially around the 60 
million. I knew I wasn’t doing it alone (Code 1: support; Group Code: affirmation; 
Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships), depending on what the donors 
do when they have a great committee and the [New President] are, they guide it, 
they both were instrumental in letting me lead you know and sometimes you 
have to be let to lead the university (Code 1: guidance; let others lead; Group Code: 
autonomy, affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). One thing 
that I found, it's not always that every individual gets to lead…Whatever your 
strengths are you going to lead, to lead a big project like that. I thought that was, 
they really had faith in me (Code 1: trusted me; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group 
Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). I certainly would never want to let Brad or 
the [NEW PRESIDENT] down in that regard or myself. But I do feel like he 
empowered me in a lot of different ways (Code 1: empowered; Group Code: 
affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). 

Ray: I think he had a certain level of trust in me as well from our interactions and the 
fact that he would let me run with certain kinds of projects (Code 1: trusted; Group 
Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy). For 
instance…when I came I sat down in his office…I remember that day and I said 
here, here's what I think about if I can continue with this, with this project of 
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yours. I said, I feel that it has to be this kind of a thing because other entities in 
town are doing these other kinds of things and I, I, didn't get any pushback from 
him about, well no, you know, you'd be the director but what I really need you 
to look at is this. He simply said, go ahead with it and let's, let's, see if it works 
(Code 1: trusted me; autonomy; Group Code: affirmation, autonomy; Final Group Code: 
self-efficacy, quality relationships). I'll support that. And, he was…he was both 
financially supportive and, I think, professionally supportive of the job he did for 
that. I feel that he was professionally supportive of me in my capacity as a faculty 
member in that as often as he could he came to…(Code 1: support; Group Code: 
affirmation; Final Group Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy). But, but, more than 
just for me. He was incredibly supportive of my department… (Code 1: support; 
Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships)…And, 
yes, that did empower me. I feel as though in my own job as chair… Absolutely 
(Code 1: empowered; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality 
relationships). 

Mark: I would say. I didn't have mentoring experience with him but I think indirectly I 
was empowered because all of those positive remarks he made about what I 
have done for the students and community at large was very empowering for 
me. (Code 1: affirmation, empowered; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: 
quality relationships, self-efficacy) Because when the president of the university 
stops and tells me that I have done something good for the students’ education 
or placement or companies have contacted him and they have said that our 
students project really has helped the company those positive remarks indirectly 
empowered me that I'm doing something darn good that the president will bring 
it up to my attention. (Code 1: positive feedback, empowered, gave attention; Group 
Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). 

Sam: He definitely empowered me in the sense that he would listen to my counsel 
(Code 1: empowered, listen, trusted me; Group Code: affirmation, transparency; Final 
Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationship, transparent communication), which I'm 
kind of repeating myself. But I think that's absolutely true…And he would 
always listen to my thoughts on what we should do and that was and would 
back me up and so it was very empowering (Code 1: listen, trusted me, had my back, 
empowered; Group Code: transparency, affirmation; Final Group Code: transparent 
communication, self-efficacy, quality relationships). And, at the same time you have 
that respect for him that you knew, you still knew who was in charge (Code 1: 
respect, responsible; Group Code: integrity; Final Group Code: quality relationships). 
That sounds strange I guess but you would never take advantage of that because 
of who he is you would never overstep your bounds. I never, no I was always 
made sure not to overstep my bounds, because sometimes because he is so 
laidback and so personable (Code 1: laidback, personable; Group Code: building 
relationships, authenticity; Final Group Code: quality relationships), that again 
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sometimes you kind of forget he was the President sometimes, but because you 
respect him because he does empower you (Code 1: respect, empowered; Group 
Code: authenticity, affirmation; Final Group Codes: self-efficacy, quality relationships). 
You know, you know, you kind of know how far you can go…out of respect for 
him that he would mean he would let you say your piece and your argument 
(Code 1: respect, tolerant, openness; Group Code: authenticity, transparency; Final 
Group Code: quality relationships, transparent communication). It was very 
empowering and which was much different than the experience I had in my 
previous job (Code 1: empowered; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-
efficacy, quality relationships). 

Paula: I had to learn from what Brad didn't say (Code 1: autonomy; Group Code: autonomy; 
Final Group Code: self-efficacy). Not from what he said. So, for example, Brad 
believed in people and sometimes you would get frustrated because you knew 
that there were times when people were struggling more than they should (Code 
1: had my back; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: quality relationships, self-
efficacy). And, what are we going to do about that. And, he believes so much in 
people that he wouldn't let you discuss it…And, the question would always 
become are they going to be better in another role (Code 1: encouraged growth; 
Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). Maybe 
we should move them to here. Well, there was a lot of learning lessons in that 
because now that I am in this role you realize you have nothing but your people 
(Code 1: building relationships; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: 
quality relationships). You cannot get anything done if people don't buy in (Code 1: 
building relationships; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). And if they don't want to work for you. That's why he had to have 
been so supportive of his people for so long (Code 1: support; Group Code: 
affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships)…Yes. Brad, you 
know this is your…this is your lane now. Take it. And he just sometimes didn't 
(Code 1: autonomy; Group Code: autonomy; Final Group Code: self-efficacy).  

Mary: So, at times they would actually go in and talk with Dr. Bradley and we would 
go through what was going on…very liberating, he never micromanaged at least 
not with me (Code 1: not micromanager, autonomy; Group Code: democratic, 
autonomy; Final Group Code: transparent communication, quality relationships, self-
efficacy). I always felt like I was affirmed (Code 1: affirmation; Group Code: 
affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). And, given a lot of 
room to go in directions that I thought were helpful (Code 1: guidance; Group Code: 
affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). So, I always felt 
empowered by talking with him and he was always very respectful, very 
affirming, encouraging (Code 1: empowered, affirmation; Group Code: affirmation; 
Final Group Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy). I just really have positive 
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things to say (Code 1: affirmation; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships, self-efficacy). My experience with him was really always good. 

Tammy: Well, I think definitely through the various promotions (Code 1: encouraged 
growth; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy). 

Pete: Well having the public support, both in term of large group settings, was always 
appreciated, but also in individual settings, whether it was just me and him or 
whether it was me or, you know, and two or three other people in the room (Code 
1: support; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality 
relationships). He was always really supportive (Code 1: support; Group Code: 
affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships)…That sort of 
support was really, really, valuable to me (Code 1: support, had my back; Group 
Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). And, then, we 
also did have a few moments where it usually wasn't during performance or any 
of the formal stuff, but it was after, you know, I sat down in his office and both of 
us would have our head in a hand talking about an issue and he would just, just 
the basic acknowledgment of…you have had to deal with a lot of crap and 
you've dealt with it well (Code 1: empathy; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group 
Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). Those sorts of little acknowledgments went 
a long way (Code 1: empathy; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, 
quality relationships)…He was empathetic (Code 1: empathy; Group Code: affirmation; 
Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). He was empathetic and what 
he was so good about those moments was he wouldn’t, he didn’t leave it to 
like….oh yeah, the academic dean has to deal with a lot of crap (Code 1: empathy; 
Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). I had to 
deal with when I was a dean and you got deal with it now. But, it was…you 
know what, I’ve dealt with tough faculty and I know what you're going through. 
And you know some of them are jerks. It's just all there is to it. And, ah, you'll be 
all right. You just have to fight through it and you'll be OK (Code 1: empathy; 
Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). In some 
ways there’s, and I’ve recognized it…When I get together with other academic 
Deans you don't even have to talk about the details and all of that kind of stuff 
that come along with the position. There is this understanding of peer to peer, I 
know you're dealing with garbage right now and you know that I'm dealing with 
garbage right now. And, there is just that acknowledgement that he made that 
you know I've been there too (Code 1: empathy; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group 
Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). I got through it and I know you need my 
support and I'm going to support you (Code 1: support; Group Code: affirmation; 
Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). And, you know, we're on the 
same team and we'll get through this (Code 1: togetherness; Group Code: building 
relationships; Final Group Code: quality relationships).  
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The most prevalent theme emerged as quality relationships (53), including group codes 
of affirmation (44), building relationships (6), authenticity (4), integrity (2), and 
democratic (1). The group code of affirmation includes the following initial codes: 
empowered (10), support (8), had my back (7), affirmation (6), empathy (6), trusted me 
(5), encouraged growth (3), encouraged (3), positive feedback (2), guidance (2), gave 
attention (1), and validated (1). The group code of building relationships included the 
following initial codes: building relationships (2), personable (2), common ground (1), 
and togetherness (1). The group code of authenticity included the following initial 
codes: respect (3) and laidback (1). The group code of integrity included the following 
initial codes: responsible (1) and consistent (1). Finally, the group code of democratic 
included the initial code of not a micromanager (1). The data supported the concept of 
psychological empowerment (van Dierendonck & Dijkstra, 2012). In particular, while 
participants articulated concepts such as empowerment and mentoring, the data 
suggest moving beyond empowerment alone to affirmation, which moves from merely 
giving the power and authority for a follower to do something, to providing the 
emotional support and encouragement needed to meet challenges. 

The second prevalent theme emerged as self-efficacy (47), including group codes of 
affirmation (40) and autonomy (5). The group code of affirmation includes the following 
initial codes: empowered (10), support (8), had my back (7), affirmation (6), empathy 
(6), trusted me (5), encouraged growth (3), encouraged (3), positive feedback (2), 
guidance (2), gave attention (1), and validated (1). The group code of autonomy 
included the initial codes of autonomy (4) and let others lead (1). Again, quality 
relationships and self-efficacy emerged from the data in relation to each other. The 
quality of the relationship between the leader and follower directly influenced the 
follower’s perception of empowerment. If a follower perceived that the leader believed 
in and trusted them and recognized the leader’s affirming behavior, they felt 
empowered to meet tasks and challenges. 

The remaining two final group codes emerged as transparent communication (6) and 
role modeling (2). Transparent communication included the group codes of 
transparency (6) and democratic (1). Transparency included the following initial codes: 
listen (3), clear communication (1), openness (1), and tolerant (1). Democratic included 
one initial code, not a micromanager (1). Role modeling included the group code of role 
model (2), which included initial codes of role model (1) and teaching (1). Again, 
transparency emerged as a supporting theme for follower empowerment. The leader’s 
willingness to listen and openness to conversation provided an avenue by which 
follower’s confirmed the affirmation they experienced from the leader. Finally, the 
leader’s ability to act as a role model and engage in teaching provided additional 
support for follower’s perceptions of being empowered. 
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Question 4: Has that mentorship or empowerment created or supported 
personal self-efficacy for you in the forms of meaningful work, autonomy, 
confidence, and knowing the impact of your work? 

Overall, participants described self-efficacy as a result of a quality relationship with the 
leader and affirming leader behaviors. Participants felt affirmed as a result of the 
leader's praise and affirmation, trust in them, validation, and guidance. The quality 
relationship included affirming behaviors, democratic processes, and an overall faith in 
the leader’s authenticity and integrity. 

Greg:  Well, with respect to the meaning of the work, I think, the one thing that Brad 
was really good at was affirming people (Code 1: affirmation; Group Code: 
affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). You know 
encouragement is one thing, and Brad was very encouraging, but he was also 
was affirming of people (Code 1: affirmation; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group 
Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). And, I think when a person is affirmed in 
what they are doing, I think that adds to the sense that their work is meaningful 
(Code 1: affirmation; Group Code: affirmation). Brad was just very, very affirming 
(Code 1: affirmation; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality 
relationships). You know, he would be affirming publicly and by publicly it 
would be like in a cabinet meeting Brad would thank someone for the 
contribution that they had made in a particular process or a particular idea or 
report that had been given or work in at accreditation you know, visit or 
something like that…(Code 1: affirmation, praise; Group Code: affirmation; Final 
Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships)…You know, he was very free with 
his compliments (Code 1: praise; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-
efficacy, quality relationships). You know, it's interesting that, you know, Brad 
brought back previous people…and others who had been before him to honor 
them. Lots of people are you know not willing to do that because they're kind of 
threatened by previous successful people who hold their position or were well 
liked in the community (Code 1: humility; Group Code: integrity; authenticity; Final 
Group Code: quality relationships). And Brad wasn't like that because Brad was just 
affirming in general (Code 1: affirmation; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: 
self-efficacy, quality relationships). And so, you know, when he was willing to 
affirm people not only privately what she did but publicly that really gave you a 
sense that what you did for the community was meaningful and important (Code 
1: affirmation, praise; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality 
relationships). And, I think that was one of the primary ways that he helped 
people to, to, to, believe that their work was meaningful…there was something 
else you said besides meaning, what was the other word that you just used…Oh, 
yeah self-confidence…You know, you take, you step into a new position, and 
you always feel a little bit uncertain about how your abilities are going to fit with 
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that and, again Brad's willingness to so affirming and supportive (Code 1: 
affirmation, support, empowered; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-
efficacy, quality relationships). And that's not to say that Brad didn't ever say that 
you did something wrong. He did. Or that, I wish you would do more of this or 
more of that. I mean Brad, you know, he could also make those kinds of 
statements, though he would always be kind of soft in that. But his tendency to 
be affirming, ah really helped one to gain self-confidence because whenever one 
takes on a new position there's always just a little lack of confidence and the 
constant affirmation that Brad had and his willingness to affirm, I think really 
encouraged one's confidence as one tried to get one's feet on the ground in a new 
position (Code 1: affirmation, positive feedback, encouraged; Group Code: affirmation; 
Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). 

Kara: I do think at least the way that to me ways that he mentored and empowered me 
at least in ways that it created meaning in my work to me was that it allowed me 
to just know that I could dream bigger and not just dream bigger…to follow 
through on the work (Code 1: dreaming; Group Code: vision; Final Group Code: 
transparent communication). To me it's important to come to work every day with 
the knowledge that what you do is important in some way to someone besides 
yourself and you know if it's all about you…it's not very meaningful in my 
opinion (Code 1: validated; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, 
quality relationships). So, I do think Brad did help me feel like any time I'm going 
to work that I cannot do what I want. But that it was important that I guess that 
helps me think that there is meaning in it (Code 1: validated; Group Code: 
affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). As far as autonomy 
again he was and is always supportive (Code 1: autonomy, support; Group Code: 
autonomy, affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). I don't 
feel like he ever had a thumb on me in any way. I always felt like any 
conversation I had with him was positive which is not something you can say 
about every leader (Code 1: positive feedback; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group 
Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). I never felt like he was trying to. Even if he 
didn't agree with something or if he thought that might not be the direction we 
needed to go, I always felt like it was a very nurturing conversation and it 
always made me feel like, he always made me feel like in the end that it was my 
decision, but I need to take X Y and Z factors into consideration (Code 1: tolerant, 
trusted me; Group Code: transparency, affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, 
quality relationships, transparent communication). And there's…I mean, I feel like 
again in our department that there’s a lot of autonomy that happens in a 
teamwork environment, interesting that I feel like that comes from the top down 
(Code 1: team, autonomy; Group Code: democratic, autonomy; Final Group Code: self-
efficacy, quality relationships, transparent communication). So as far as did he make 
me feel more self-confident?...Yeah that's an interesting question because like I 
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said when I first heard what the goal was for the campaign, I keep going back to 
the central focus of my work. I never felt like I couldn’t do it and it was because I 
knew that I had his support and confidence, which helped my confidence and 
the same for both of them (Code 1: support, trusted me; Group Code: affirmation; 
Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships).  

Ray: I'm not sure whether it was anything that he did deliberately or if it was just his 
style. As part of the academic arm of the university, I never felt that he 
micromanaged anybody really (Code 1: not micromanager; Group Code: democratic; 
Final Group Code: transparent communication, quality relationships). I mean, I 
certainly, he never micromanaged my department about the direction we should 
take, should be taking any direction (Code 1: not micromanager; Group Code: 
democratic; Final Group Code: transparent communication, quality 
relationships)…because I do feel that, I do feel very autonomous in my role (Code 
1: autonomy; Group Code: autonomy; Final Group Code: self-efficacy). I feel that I can't 
do anything I want. But I probably could for a while…I always I, I, think I always 
try to act in best interests of university. And, I think I had a good role model in 
Brad, I guess (Code 1: role model: Group Code: role model; Final Group Code: role 
modeling)…Everybody who is working here wants to be here, 
administratively…So, we're just lucky we get those really, really, good role 
models (Code 1: role model; Group Code: role model; Final Group Code: role modeling). 
That doesn't mean they don't make bad decisions from time to time. And, it also 
doesn't mean that I, I, simply that I'm sycophantic that I just you know. Oh, yes, 
Brad made that decision. I absolutely agree with that. No, I, you know, I question 
lots of stuff that they do. And, I think that they, they, Brad, in particular, was, 
was, very comfortable with people offering insight, bordering on criticism, input 
i. As I said I didn't work with him that closely on many things but the things I
did, he always seemed to be open to those things (Code 1: openness; Group Code:
transparency; Final Group Code: transparent communication). And, I think, that that
is, is, you know that unconsciously if nothing else served as a really, really, good
role model for what I do in my job (Code 1: role model; Group Code: role model; Final
Group Code: role modeling). I hope.

Mark: I think it is very important. I thought…it does matter if the leader of an 
institution or an organization recognizes the contribution of an employee 
regardless of the status they have (Code 1: affirmation; Group Code; affirmation; 
Final Group Code: quality relationships).  

Sam: Absolutely. Trust and trust is a big word (Code 1: trust; Group Code: integrity; Final 
Group Code: quality relationships). He trusted my opinion (Code 1: trusted me; Group 
Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). He trusted 
what I was doing (Code 1: trusted me; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: 
self-efficacy, quality relationships). That didn't mean I could just go do whatever I 
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wanted to do. Obviously, I would go meet with him and talk about what my 
plans were and he would also trust me with projects (Code 1: listen, openness; 
Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: transparent communication). And… he 
didn't tell me the 10 things I needed to do (Code 1: autonomy; Group Code: 
autonomy; Final Group Code: self-efficacy). He told me I think we need to think 
about making that step (Code 1: guidance: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, 
quality relationships). You need to go out and find out what it's going to take and 
that's all (Code 1: trusted me; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, 
quality relationships). That helps me…And he really respected that and never 
second-guessed me, which is nice because we make mistakes (Code 1: respect, 
trusted me; Group Code: authenticity, affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, 
quality relationships). Everybody makes mistakes. You know Brad is not the kind 
of person to go and hold it against you or you made this mistake (Code 1: 
understanding; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality 
relationships), so we're not going to do this…So I try to take those lessons I've 
learned from him and use that with our staff in their department and try to 
empower [people] as much as possible and listen to them as much as possible 
(Code 1: role model; Group code: role model; Final Group Code: role modeling).  

Paula: Yeah, for sure, for sure. I…making decisions is like exercise. The more you make 
them the easier it is to make them and the quicker probably that you learn it's OK 
to make them… And because of the kind of leader that he was he wasn't going to 
make that decision for you (Code 1: autonomy; Group Code: autonomy; Final Group 
Code: self-efficacy). He gave you the right to make that decision (Code 1: autonomy; 
Group Code: autonomy; Final Group Code: self-efficacy). He also somehow earned 
our…our respect enough that we knew and our understanding maybe enough 
that we knew when (Code 1: trusted me, respect; Group Code: affirmation, 
authenticity; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). If I'm going to 
make it I need to let him know (Code 1: respect; Group Code: authenticity; Final 
Group Code: quality relationships). And when I didn't need to let them know he let 
you lead (Code 1: let others lead; Group Code: autonomy; Final Group Code: self-
efficacy). But, if they ever were going to affect something that he would have to 
answer to I made sure he knew and he had a real gift for that. He had a very nice 
way of ensuring you his trust (Code 1: trust, trusted me; Group Code: integrity, 
affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). You can make that 
decision on your own (Code 1: autonomy; Group Code: autonomy; Final Group Code: 
self-efficacy). 

Mary: I would definitely say yes. His generosity and evenhandedness, the way that he 
allowed for people to move forward in what they were doing (Code 1: 
evenhandedness, generosity, autonomy; Group Code: integrity, service, autonomy; Final 
Group Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy, role modeling). I always took my 
position…as a calling and I felt that that was affirmed by Brad (Code 1: 
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affirmation; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality 
relationships)…But he didn't just say start a committee and let's and leave it at 
that, he remained very connected to that program and really in some ways the 
students themselves would look to him as an example of the things (Code 1: role 
model; Group Code: role model; Final Group Code: role modeling) we talked about in 
class and he would come in to our class and talk about leadership (Code 1: leader 
commitment; Group Code: commitment; Final Group Code: role modeling)… So, there 
was a very tight involvement at least in my program (Code 1: leader commitment; 
Group Code: commitment; Final Group Code: role modeling), so I felt extremely 
empowered to move in the direction of you know leadership the vision that we 
saw at that time which was servant leadership and he became familiar with that 
(Code 1: empowered, vision; Group Code: affirmation, vision; Final Group Code: self-
efficacy, quality relationships, transparent communication).  

Tammy: Well, I think he really was somewhat of a hands-off leader (Code 1: not 
authoritative; Group Code: democratic; Final Group Code: quality relationships). Once 
he made you responsible for something you felt that responsibility (Code 1: 
empowered; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality 
relationships). He also was pretty quick with praise (Code 1: praise; Group Code: 
affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). You knew what he 
liked and on the flip side maybe what he didn't. I think that environment gave 
me confidence…He made you feel like you were hired because you're capable 
and go forth (Code 1: trusted me; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-
efficacy, quality relationships).  

Pete: I would say so. Mostly because he's just not a micromanager at all (Code 1: not 
authoritative; Group Code: democratic; Final Group Code: quality relationships, 
transparent communication). Once I figured out that he's not going to tell me you 
need to do this, oh you need to do that. But instead I do this and then he says 
okay I get back or he says are you sure you want to do that. And he will kind of 
talk me through some issues and then I felt I felt very empowered to do the job 
and how I need to do it (Code 1: empowered, guidance; Group Code: affirmation; Final 
Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). I don't know if it helped me find 
additional meaning in the job. I think the meaning comes from the vision so to 
the extent that he was able to articulate a vision for what the University ought to 
be, it helped me find meaning (Code 1: vision; Group Code: vision; Final Group Code: 
transparent communication). But that’s where I find the meaning in the work. And, 
it's broad, broader than just us as a University. It's sort of the higher ed, on a 
larger scale, sort of meaning is where I find a lot of the meaning.  

Elaine: Yeah, he was good at expressing appreciation about encouraging finding 
solutions, if we had a hiccup or something (Code 1: empowered; Group Code: 
affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). How to make 
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something go better and a way for me to learn moving forward how to be more 
effective in my role (Code 1: encouraged growth; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group 
Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). 

The most prevalent theme emerged as self-efficacy (40), with group codes of affirmation 
(33) and autonomy (8). Affirmation included the initial codes: affirmation (10), trusted
me (7), empowered (5), praise (4), support (3), guidance (2), validated (2), positive
feedback (2), encouraged growth (10, understanding (1), and encouraged (1). Autonomy
included the initial codes: autonomy (7) and let others lead (1). van Dierendonck and
Dijkstra (2012) argued that self-efficacy is directly influenced by leader empowering
behavior. The data indicated support for this argument with the salience of affirming
and empowering behaviors.

The second prevalent theme emerged as quality relationships (33), with group codes of 
affirmation (33), democratic (5), authenticity (4), and integrity (3). The group code of 
affirmation includes the following initial codes: affirmation (10), trusted me (7), 
empowered (5), praise (4), support (3), guidance (2), validated (2), positive feedback (2), 
encouraged growth (10, understanding (1), and encouraged (1). The group code of 
democratic included the following initial codes: not authoritative (2), not micromanager 
(2), and team (1). The group code of authenticity included the following initial codes: 
respect (3) and humility (1). The group code of integrity including the initial codes of 
trust (2) and evenhandedness (1). Winston (2003) argued that self-efficacy is influenced 
by social environment and Poon (2006) indicated that the relationship between the 
servant leader and follower has a positive impact on both leader and follower self-
efficacy. The data supported the conclusion that the quality of the relationship between 
a leader and follower directly impacts follower self-efficacy. 

Transparent communication (11) included group codes of democratic (5), vision (3), and 
transparency (1). Democratic included the initial codes: not authoritative (2), not 
micromanager (2), and team (1). Vision included the initial codes: vision (2) and 
dreaming (1). Transparency included one initial code, transparency (1). Role modeling 
(7) included the group codes of role model (4), commitment (2), and service (1). Role
modeling included the initial code role model (4). Commitment included the initial code
leader commitment (2). Finally, service included the initial code generosity (1). Both
transparent communication and role modeling supported the overall self-efficacy of
followers. In particular, transparent communication and role modeling behaviors that
engaged in democratic processes and showed leader commitment to the organization
and organizational members supported follower self-efficacy.
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Question 5:  How has your leader encouraged or supported your intrinsic 
motivation to accomplish goals and tasks? 

Overall, participants indicated their intrinsic motivation was encouraged and 
supported by a quality relationship of mutual trust and affirmation that allowed for 
autonomy. Furthermore, transparent communication that included active listening and 
openness provided additional support for their intrinsic motivation and the quality 
relationship with the leader. Finally, the leader’s own commitment and service to the 
organization and organizational members increased personal intrinsic motivation to 
meet challenges. 

Greg: I want to say yes to everything, as you know because I just thought Brad was a 
great leader. I really do. Not that he didn't have any weaknesses, but he did a 
wonderful job for my kind of personality. Well, I guess I would say without 
thinking about it too long, that, you know I tend to be a person who is 
intrinsically motivated, to begin with, and if I understand it properly because my 
nature is that way. I'm an introvert. I tend to act out of a kind of internal goals 
and want to do the things I enjoy doing and that I feel I'm good at, and, ah I 
think, you know, in a situation, if I were to compare Brad to a different kind of 
leader, you know, when the last president was there, for example, and I wasn't 
working as dean, but had I been working in that kind of situation, with 
somebody who basically would just give me an order, tell me to do something 
with it, whether they thought it was something that I was good at, wanted to do, 
liked, had any part in deciding or anything (Code 1: not authoritative; Group Code: 
democratic; Final Group Code: quality relationships, transparent communication)…I 
think the fact that Brad was so encouraging of people trying to be part of this 
decision making process and each one to use the skills and particular talents they 
have to contribute to the shared ownership and that really did encourage people 
to operate from what were their internal motivations (Code 1: encouraged; Group 
Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships)…So, I never 
felt, you know…I think that Brad made a lot of room because of his nature for 
people to do the things that they wanted to do and to play their strengths and 
because of that I think I was able to do things that encouraged the kind of 
operation out that internal motivation (Code 1: autonomy, let others lead; Group 
Code: autonomy; Final Group Code: self-efficacy).  

Kara:  OK, so you think…again Brad was always very positive in all conversations 
(Code 1: positive feedback; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, 
quality relationships). He was never belittling or demeaning anyone anyway (Code 
1: affirmation; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality 
relationships). So, who doesn't want to work for a person who is so kind-hearted 
and yet has a lot of quote “power” of the University (Code 1: care; Group Code: 
service; Final Group Code: role modeling). But if you just met him on the street you 
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would never know that that's who he is you he seems like just an ordinary 
person (Code 1: personable; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: 
quality relationships). He's not like way up on some kind of pedestal (Code 1: 
personable; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). He doesn't think of himself in that way and he doesn’t project that 
image (Code 1: personable; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: 
quality relationships). So to me that's motivating because I like to work with 
people who are down to earth (Code 1: personable; Group Code: building 
relationships; Final Group Code: quality relationships) who are very goal oriented 
and aware of have their own ideas of what’s important for the organization (Code 
1: vision; Group Code: vision; Final Group Code: transparent communication), but are 
willing to listen (Code 1: listen; Group Code: transparency) and are willing to always 
willing to learn from other people (Code 1: humility; Group Code: authenticity; Final 
Group Code: quality relationships). So, to me, it's like all of these factors together 
always make me feel like I was encouraged and I was always supported (Code 1: 
encouraged, supported; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality 
relationships). In the different jobs that I held in my life, it’s so weird but it's true. I 
always think of life when I wake up in the morning excited to be going where I'm 
going…because you knew that you're going somewhere positive where you'd be 
reinforced in what you do (Code 1: positive feedback; Group Code: affirmation; Final 
Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). You’d have something to listen to be 
a sounding board which is interesting because someone who is in charge are not, 
they're not always interested in being a sounding board (Code 1: listen, sounding 
board; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: transparent communication). 

Ray: Before, you know, when we sat down to talk about them before we ever posted 
and I never felt that he had directed me to do anything that I probably wasn't 
going to do already (Code 1: not authoritative; Group Code: democratic; Final Group 
Code: transparent communication, quality relationships)…He had a pretty good 
understanding of what we needed here and gave me that input that allowed me 
to do those tasks (Code 1: let others lead, autonomy; Group Code: autonomy; Final 
Group Code: self-efficacy) more easily knowing that, knowing that the person that 
we were going to recommend would be somebody that he was going to be likely 
to hire…I do believe that I have the kind of relationship with him that I could 
have said no (Code 1: tolerant; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: 
transparent communication). You know, I, why do you want that. I think we could 
have had an open dialogue (Code 1: transparency; Group Code: transparency; Final 
Group Code: transparent communication)…Well, OK. We had those kinds of frank 
discussions about several artists over the years (Code 1: openness; Group Code; 
transparency; Final Group Code: transparent communication). 
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Mark:  We did some projects…he did have the time and he came and listened (Code 1: 
listen; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: transparent communication) to the 
presentation with Tammy at that time and took notes and he wanted to have a 
copy of that…my contact with him was basically when we met when we saw 
each other and sometimes short conversation but those conversations and 
contacts were very, very, important because he was filled with positive remarks 
(Code 1: positive feedback; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, 
quality relationships). It was filled with encouragement and also it was with the 
fact that the university has challenges but he made it very simple that he can ride 
through the turmoil (Code 1: affirmation, clear communication; Group Code: 
affirmation, transparency; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships, 
transparent communication)…Absolutely. Brad always respected me…(Code 1: 
respect; Group Code: authenticity; Final Group Code: quality relationships)…I think it's 
very, very, important that that recognition that they trusted me that my 
judgment can play a vital role (Code 1: trusted me; Group Code: affirmation; Final 
Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). That was a great motivation. And, 
that's called empowerment, I would say (Code 1: empowered; Group Code: 
affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships).  

Sam:   I think so…he trusted me with that process and that that motivates you that 
(Code 1: trusted me; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality 
relationships)… I'm pretty motivated. Nobody really needs to motivate me. But 
we all have internal motivations. You know it's easier to be motivated when you 
feel good about where you are and who you're working for. And so he let me 
dive headlong into that and let me have those conversations and he trusted that I 
would do the right thing (Code 1: autonomy, trusted me; Group Code: autonomy, 
affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). Trusting my 
abilities (Code 1: trusted me; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, 
quality relationships) and that makes a big difference, I don't care who you are. 
You know that's going to make, you know that's going to help your motivation 
no matter how motivated you are that's going to give you that extra boost to 
know that you know he trusts you and he believes in your leadership (Code 1: 
trusted me, let others lead; Group Code: affirmation, autonomy; Final Group Code: self-
efficacy, quality relationships). And I think it also reflects…Brad's an interesting 
person because he's so laid back and personable (Code 1: laid back, personable; 
Group Code: authenticity, building relationships; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships), you know, people sometimes mistake those qualities for thinking 
there's something else behind it. And the other thing behind it for me was 
humility (Code 1: humility; Group Code: integrity, authenticity; Final Group Code: 
quality relationships). And when you're the President of an academic institution, 
humility and college presidents usually do not go hand in hand. Not just 
humility, self-humility, humility, humility, in the sense that he was not 
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threatened by other people (Code 1: humility; Group Code: integrity, authenticity; 
Final Group Code: quality relationships).  

Paula: I was born with that…So, I want this university to be the best it can be. I wanted 
the people I worked with to be the best they could be and I wanted Brad's 
leadership to be the best it could be (Code 1: loyalty; Group Code: integrity; Final 
Group Code: quality relationships). And, if there was any way I could help them 
be the best leader here that…that he could ever be I was going to give everything 
I had (Code 1: loyalty; Group Code: commitment; Final Group Code: role 
modeling). I've thought about that over and over and over again. Why?…Had it 
been a different leader who was a…who is more dominating in their personality, 
who is maybe more direct who is maybe more bossy, I would have maybe not 
felt that same (Code 1: not authoritative; Group Code: democratic; Final Group 
Code: transparent communication, quality relationships)…I did feel like he 
needed me (Code 1: felt needed; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: 
self-efficacy, quality relationships). And so I had to. You know, maybe that 
maybe that was a gift of his. 

Mary: Again, I think just allowing me autonomy (Code 1: autonomy: Group Code: 
autonomy; Final Group Code: self-efficacy). I felt like I had a lot of um, I was able to 
lead within my own circle (Code 1: autonomy; Group Code: autonomy; Final Group 
Code: self-efficacy). To move the students in a direction that we, that the program 
really needed to go. So, I felt like that was, there was a lot of freedom there (Code 
1: freedom; Group Code: autonomy; Final Group Code: self-efficacy). He, I would say 
that Dr. Bradley, was aware (Code 1: leader commitment; Group Code: commitment; 
Final Group Code: role modeling) that there was always an awareness of what was 
going on which was important to me, that the program was noticed because, you 
don't want to feel like you're out there alone (Code 1: support; Group Code: 
affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). I felt like he had, he 
was able to listen (Code 1: listen; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: 
transparent communication) when that was appropriate and was aware (Code 1: 
leader commitment; Group Code: commitment; Final Group Code: role modeling).  

Tammy: As you know there is so much work to be done here and such limited resources. 
Um, that I think it just personally gave me the feeling that you have to step up to 
the plate, step up to the plate and you have to give all you have because it’s a 
worthy goal (Code 1: vision; Group Code: vision; Final Group Code: transparent 
communication). We have a worthy mission…Well, I think because he embraced 
the mission and was so committed to it, um, it was it easy to support that (Code 1: 
leader commitment, vision; Group Code: Commitment, Vision; Final Group Code: role 
modeling, transparent communication).  
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Pete: I think it's more like, he's probably done more through having a sense of 
empathy with me knowing what I'm going through (Code 1: empathy; Group Code: 
affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). We never had really 
explicit conversations about that…Yeah, yeah, that’s right, exactly! It was sort of 
assumed more than anything else. But, not the sense of empathy that he had, 
that’s like okay, somebody else knows what I'm going through (Code 1: empathy; 
Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). Other 
people have gone through this. I'm not crazy for wanting to do this. You know 
those sorts of things. 

Elaine: Yeah, he was very encouraging (Code 1: support; empowered; Group Code: 
affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). He was very 
encouraging and just observing him and his work ethic and his motivation to 
reach out to find common ground with others (Code 1: support, role model; Group 
Code: affirmation, role model; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships, role 
modeling). That's a motivator for me, to emulate that (Code 1: role model: Group 
Code: role model; Final Group Code: role modeling). And I'm probably not as good at 
that, yet as he has been. It's good to have a reminder of what are some examples 
of what he has done in the past, that I can recall (Code 1: role model; Group code: 
role model; Final Group Code: role modeling). 

The most prevalent theme emerged as quality relationships (32), which included group 
codes of affirmation (14), building relationships (5), authenticity (5), and democratic (3). 
The group code affirmation included the following initial codes: trusted me (4), support 
(3), positive feedback (3), empowered (2), affirmation (2), encouraged (2), empathy (2), 
and felt needed (1). The group code building relationships included one initial code, 
personable (5). The group code authenticity included the following initial codes: 
humility (5), laid back (1), and respect (1). The group code democratic included one 
initial code, not authoritative (2). The data supported the concept of consideration 
shown by the leader impacting overall follower motivation, in the themes of affirmation 
and building relationships (Harrell, 2008). In addition, the data supported the concept 
of participatory decision making and developmental activities increasing intrinsic 
motivation in the themes of democratic (Tu & Lin, 2016).  

The second prevalent theme emerged as self-efficacy (24), which included group codes 
of affirmation (14) and autonomy (7). The group code affirmation included the 
following initial codes: trusted me (4), support (3), positive feedback (3), empowered 
(2), affirmation (2), encouraged (2), empathy (2), and felt needed (1). The group code of 
autonomy included the following initial codes: autonomy (5), let others lead (3), and 
freedom (1). Again, the data supported the concept of leader consideration (Harrell, 
2008). However, the data also indicated a strong theme of autonomy and freedom 
associated with intrinsic motivation. In many cases, participants indicated that they 
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possessed natural intrinsic motivation, but that the leader’s willingness to let them 
engage that motivation on their own terms increased their overall intrinsic motivation. 

Transparent communication (14) included group codes transparency (8), vision (3), and 
democratic (3). Transparency included the following initial codes: listen (4), 
transparency (1), openness (1), tolerant (1), and sounding board (1). Vision included one 
initial code, vision (3). Democratic included one initial code, not authoritative (3). Role 
modeling (8) included group codes commitment (4), role model (3), and service (1). 
Commitment included initial codes leader commitment (3) and loyalty (1). Role model 
included one initial code, role model (3). Service included one initial code, care (1). 
Again, the commitment the leader expressed both toward the organization and the 
organizational members, coupled with transparent communication supported by active 
listening and tolerance to opposing ideas, further supported individual follower’s sense 
of intrinsic motivation. 

Question 6: What factors of the relationship between you and your leader have 
most supported your intrinsic motivation to accomplish goals and tasks? 

Overall, participants indicated that the quality of their relationship with the leader was 
the greatest factor in supporting their intrinsic motivation to accomplish goals and 
tasks. In particular, the leader had taken the time to build a relationship based on the 
leader’s affirmation of the follower, integrity, which resulted in mutual trust, and an 
overall expression of evenhandedness in dealing with challenging situations. 
Transparent communication supported the quality relationship, particularly in the form 
of active listening. Finally, the leader’s modeled commitment to the organization and 
organizational members increased their overall trust and willingness to engage 
challenging tasks and goals. 

Gary: Well, first, since you just said that, I will echo that I surely did trust Brad (Code 1: 
trust; Group Code: integrity; Final Group Code: quality relationships). I did feel that 
Brad was trustworthy (Code 1: trust; Group Code: integrity; Final Group Code: 
quality relationships). If I needed to say something to him, to reveal something to 
him, if there was something that I didn't do or felt I didn't know how to 
do…With Brad, I wouldn't have any problem. In fact, on various occasions I 
could sit down in his office and say, you know, Brad I'm not quite sure how to go 
about this, I'm not quite sure what it is that would be my next step (Code 1: 
guidance, tolerant, listen; Group Code: affirmation, transparency; Final Group Code: 
self-efficacy, quality relationships, transparent communication). I never felt that if I 
revealed something that Brad would say, you know, you're an idiot or, you 
know, then why are you in this job. That wasn't Brad's approach. So, I think the 
fact that Brad was approachable surely encouraged that, that you could reveal 
not only your strengths but your weakness and Brad didn't take opportunity, 
wouldn't use that against you at another point in time (Code 1: personable, had my 
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back, guidance; Group Code: building relationships, affirmation; Final Group Code: self-
efficacy, quality relationships). You know that was really helpful. I think that that 
encouraged a kind of internal self-motivation. 

Ray: Yeah, I mean, I think that's what it would boil down to with me is the way I saw 
him do his job (Code 1: role model; Group Code: role model; Final Group Code: role 
modeling). The way I saw him interact with other members of his staff, though, 
once in a while time so I was privy to internal workings that I probably didn't 
really need to know about that, yet was, and I was able to glimpse into his 
thought processes on a on a couple of difficult situations, let's call them (Code 1: 
role model; Group Code: role model; Final Group Code: role modeling)...As I said, you 
know, we, we both lead meetings with a certain amount of humor (Code 1: sense 
of humor; Group Code: authenticity; Final Group Code: quality relationships). As well, 
as well, I don't know how efficient he was in meetings…a meeting is also 
relationship building because the more you do that (Code 1: relationships building; 
Group Code: relationship building; Final Group Code: quality relationships). The better 
people work because they don't, they're not, accomplishing tasks at that point. 
They are working on a vision (Code 1: vision; Group Code: vision; Final Group Code: 
transparent communication). They're there, they're there and they're visioning 
strategy and they're strategizing vision. Let me just throw around buzzwords 
that is true. It's not just what we have this task. We need to have this three hour 
meeting get it done. No, it's…the relationships are created and I must say that 
the, the, other role models in my life were also servant leaders (Code 1: building 
relationships; Group Code: role model, service, building relationships; Final Group Code: 
quality relationships, role modeling). Certainly, more pleasant by far and far more 
meaningful…I don't know, why would I continue doing the performing arts 
series. Yeah, there is a need for it. Yeah, but, you know, I, I, believed in the 
mission that Brad took over from the town saying we really ought to have this 
(Code 1: bought in; Group Code: commitment; Final Group Code: role modeling). And, I 
can't always say that I was happy…So, that was directly as a result of our 
relationship that we had (Code 1: building relationships; Group Code: building 
relationships; Final Group Code: quality relationships). 

Mark: I think. He was very down to earth individual (Code 1: down to earth; Group 
Code: authenticity; Final Group Code: quality relationships). That's one thing 
was very important because, again, I want to use this as I said earlier leaders that 
they take themselves serious… They're not leaders. He was a man he never took 
himself serious but he took his job serious (Code 1: humility, leader commitment; 
Group Code: authenticity, commitment; Final Group Code: quality relationships, role 
modeling)…He was very humble (Code 1: humility; Group Code: authenticity; Final 
Group Code: quality relationships). He was very easy to approach (Code 1: 
personable; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). He was always willing to get to know you and your family (Code 1: 
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building relationships; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). And, I think that really adds up to that relationship (Code 1: building 
relationship: Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships)…Brad is good listener (Code 1: listen; Group Code: transparency; Final 
Group Code: transparent communication). He was very good listener (Code 1: listen; 
Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: transparent communication). He never 
attacked your ideas even if it might not be (Code 1: tolerant; Group Code; 
transparency; Final Group Code: transparent communication). And, he was sincere 
when he said I want to hear what you have to say (Code 1: authentic, listen; Group 
Code: authenticity, transparency; Final Group Code: quality relationships, transparent 
communication). And I think sometimes and I know some leaders…that I don't 
think they listen (Code 1: listen; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: 
transparent communication). They pretend they are listening and you have to 
recognize (Code 1: listen; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: transparent 
communication)…But I do when I talk to them, I think they don't…they're not 
active listeners and I think Brad had an active listening skills which is very, very, 
important because you feel that you are being heard (Code 1: listen, gave attention; 
Group Code: transparency, affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality 
relationships, transparent communication). Somebody who listens so those are the 
things that I think made him unique (Code 1: listen; Group Code: transparency; Final 
Group Code: transparent communication). 

Sam: Trust (Code 1: trust; Group Code: integrity; Final Group Code; quality relationships) is 
big and I didn't, I didn't have that with my last boss. There was no there was not 
intrinsic, intrinsic trust factor there it wasn't. And, he's one of those people too 
that he might have. He didn't care who got the credit (Code 1: team; Group Code: 
democratic; Final Group Code: transparent communication, quality relationships). You 
know, you look at me a guy you know, he's the total opposite. And obviously, 
this is going to sound self-serving…he and I are a lot alike. I think in the sense 
that we know we like to banter back and forth and have fun (Code 1: sense of 
humor; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: quality relationships) 
and, and I like working with people like that, you know. I mean there's a time for 
serious thought and preparation and there's a time to be a little less serious about 
things (Code 1: sense of humor; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: 
quality relationships) and that, that motivates me, that empowers me, that gives 
you a self, self…It improves your own self-confidence knowing that he's paying 
attention what you're doing (Code 1: gave attention; Group Code: affirmation; Final 
Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). There's no question, but it's not like 
if you make one little mistake it's, boy, it's going to be on your list or just don't 
know how to describe it really. I mean it's just a confidence knowing that he's 
going to treat you the right way (Code 1: trust, affirmation; Group Code: integrity, 
affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). His leadership style 
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that he's got he's got to do all the things, you talk to, is going to empower you, 
he's going to listen to you (Code 1: listen, openness, empowered; Group Code: 
transparency, affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships, 
transparent communication). He's going to trust you (Code 1: trust; Group Code: 
integrity; Final Group Code: quality relationships). At the end of the day the buck 
stops with him (Code 1: responsible; Group Code: integrity; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). We all knew that. But, you know, you could never say in my mind 
that he didn't listen to you (Code 1: listen; Group Code: transparency; Final Group 
Code: transparent communication). And, then on the flip side you've got to be smart 
enough understand that you know you're going to be listened to but that doesn't 
mean everything is going to go your way (Code 1: listen; Group Code: transparency; 
Final Group Code: transparent communication). Some people think when things 
don't go their way they're not listened to, which I find utterly hilarious, quite 
honestly. So, I mean when things don't go my way I think because of the way he 
did things, the way he listened, when things didn't go my way it never bothered 
me because I knew he listened (Code 1: listen, respect; Group Code: transparency, 
integrity; Final Group Code: transparent communication, quality relationships). I knew 
he thought about, he took me seriously, and so it's not like I expect every 
decision to go my way but it's never really bothered me (Code 1: trusted me, 
understanding; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality 
relationships). I've never come back to my office and...you know and I just knew, 
you know he let me have my say and try to prove my point (Code 1: tolerant, 
listen; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: transparent communication). And 
at the end of the day he said it was the best thing to do (Code 1: trust; Group Code: 
integrity; Final Group Code: quality relationships)…Yeah absolutely. Even on the 
side where he would call your, I don't know what, they call your bluff (Code 1: 
direct; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: transparent communication). 
That's not he wasn't afraid to tell you something was a bad idea but he did it in a 
way that didn't make you feel bad (Code 1: direct, straightforward, guidance; Group 
Code: transparency, integrity, affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality 
relationships, transparent communication). So, he was really honest in a non-
threatening way (Code 1: honest; Group Code: integrity; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). And you know if you walk into somebody's office and you saw an 
idea, I think it's a bad idea in cabinet they just kind of blow up on you, you're on 
your part of bringing more ideas. That person had a way, he never blew up (Code 
1: evenhanded; Group Code: integrity; Final Group Code: quality relationships). You 
know that's a crazy idea. We're not going to do that. And, you, even though he 
was in his own tone if you didn't know you weren't sure were right where he 
was going. But you know I guess I never think that's the other thing, that it is not 
valued (Code 1: validated; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, 
quality relationships). You never felt bad if things didn't go your way. And that's, 
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that's a really important quality in a leader and that's something I probably do a 
better job frankly. So yeah I really enjoyed that. 

Paula: Yes, I did trust him (Code 1: trust; Group Code: integrity; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). I trusted him and I believed that he believed in his people (Code 1: 
trust, affirmation; Group Code: integrity, affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, 
quality relationships). I always felt that way. He cared deeply about people so that 
mattered to me when I saw how much she cared about the people and how 
much he cared about our kids, our students (Code 1: care; Group Code: service; Final 
Group Code: role modeling). It mattered to me…I don't think Brad showed ego, that 
he never showed ego unless he needed to (Code 1: humility; Group Code: integrity; 
Final Group Code: quality relationships). 

Mary: You know when I think about Dr. Bradley and when we talk about Dr. Bradley 
we were always say, oh we just love Dr. Bradley. I think just his character, his 
goodness (Code 1: character; Group Code: integrity; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). He was a person that could tear up when something when 
someone was harmed or we heard of a tragedy in our college community (Code 1: 
vulnerable, empathy; Group Code: authenticity, affirmation; Final Group Code: self-
efficacy, quality relationships). He was just so genuine (Code 1: genuine; Group Code: 
authenticity; Final Group Code: quality relationships). Even at Christmastime when 
he would go in and read that Christmas story year and year there was something 
about his authenticity (Code 1: authenticity; Group Code: authenticity; Final Group 
Code: quality relationships) for me, at least, that made me very willing to work 
with him and feel…I guess I would say the factors just that authenticity that 
generosity of spirit, that empathy, you know his tender heartedness towards the 
community (Code 1: authenticity, generosity, empathy, vulnerable; Group Code: 
service, affirmation, authenticity; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships, 
role modeling). Very much concerned about the well-being of our community 
(Code 1: care; Group Code: service; Final Group Code: role modeling). 

Tammy: I just felt, I felt that he felt I was confi…or capable and that just gave me all the 
more internal reasons to live up to those expectations (Code 1: trusted me; Group 
Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). His belief in 
me gave me confidence and the will to do as much as I can (Code 1: trusted me; 
Group Code: affirmation; Final Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). 

Pete: Oh yeah. In some ways I didn’t want to let him down (Code 1: loyalty; Group Code: 
integrity; Final Group Code: quality relationships). 

Elaine: I always appreciated that he was an English major like me…finding something 
in common like that (Code 1: common ground; building relationships; Group Code: 
building relationships; Final Group Code: quality relationships). And working with 
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the board, he would give me, give me advice on how to work with them and 
interact with them (Code 1: support, guidance; Group Code: affirmation; Final 
Group Code: self-efficacy, quality relationships). 

The most prevalent theme emerged as quality relationships (43), which included group 
codes affirmation (15), integrity (15), building relationships (10), authentic (9), and 
democratic (1). Affirmation included the following initial codes: guidance (4), trusted 
me (3), gave attention (2), empathy (2), support (1), empowered (1), had my back (1), 
affirmation (1), understanding (1), and validated (1). Integrity included the following 
initial codes: trust (8), evenhanded (1), character (1), responsible (1), and 
straightforward (1). Building relationships included the following initial codes: building 
relationships (6), sense of humor (3), personable (2), and common ground (1). Authentic 
included the following initial codes: authenticity (3), humility (3), vulnerable (2), 
genuine (1), respect (1), and down to earth (1). Democratic included one initial code, 
team (1). Cho and Perry (2012) indicated that trustworthiness on the part of a leader 
directly impacts follower intrinsic motivation and Harrell (2008) argued that 
consideration for a follower by a leader impacts follower intrinsic motivation. The data 
supported both trustworthiness and consideration as factors influencing follower 
intrinsic motivation. Moreover, the data indicated that the leader’s willingness to build 
relationships based on affirmation and mutual trust increased follower intrinsic 
motivation. 

The second prevalent theme emerged as transparent communication (18), which 
included group codes transparency (16), democratic (1), and vision (1). Transparency 
included the following initial codes: listen (13), tolerant (2), openness (1), and direct (1). 
Democratic included one initial code, team (1). Vision included one initial code, vision 
(1). Berson, et al. (2015) argued that follower intrinsic motivation increases with 
participation in visioning and goal setting. The data indicated strongly that active 
listening both in a visioning and goal setting scenario and in a willingness to engage in 
empathetic understanding increased follower intrinsic motivation. 

Self-efficacy (15) included the group code of affirmation (15).  Affirmation included the 
following initial codes: guidance (4), trusted me (3), gave attention (2), empathy (2), 
support (1), empowered (1), had my back (1), affirmation (1), understanding (1), and 
validated (1). Role modeling (2) included the group codes role model (2) and 
commitment (2). Role model included one initial code, role model (2). Commitment 
included the following initial codes: leaders commitment (1), bought in (1), and loyalty 
(1). The data indicated that overall leader affirmation and leader commitment provided 
additional support for follower intrinsic motivation.  
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Question 7: Are there specific leadership behaviors that influenced your 
intrinsic motivation to accomplish goals and tasks? 

Overall, participants indicated that intrinsic motivation was influenced by leader 
behaviors supporting perceptions of integrity and authenticity, which included trust, 
honesty, and humility. Follower perceptions of integrity and authenticity stemmed 
from the quality relationships the leader had taken the time to cultivate. Finally, the 
leader served as a role model for both commitments to the organization and 
organizational members and overall service to people and the mission. 

Greg: Well, again, I would say and again this is something I said in that tribute another 
think that was true about Brad that was particularly was encouraged 
commitment from me, I, how gracious Brad was and just how much of the milk 
of human kindness flowed through his veins (Code 1: character, gracious; Group 
Code: integrity, authenticity; Final Group Code: quality relationships). You know, I 
think again that just wasn't a line of distinction, for Brad, between his official 
duties and his human duties because of that you could just see (Code 1: consistent; 
Group Code: integrity; Final Group Code: quality relationships). You must have seen 
this many times. Something happened with a student or a faculty member or 
staff member anything and Brad would have tears in his eyes just you know 
obviously that's just a certain kind of person (Code 1: vulnerability; Group Code: 
authenticity; Final Group Code: quality relationships). That's not fair to the person 
who doesn't have that happen to them isn't sympathetic. But when you see 
someone like Brad that happens to them in those situations, and as genuine as he 
was, what it revealed to me was that Brad truly cared about the people with 
whom he worked (Code 1: care; Group Code: service; Final Group Code: role 
modeling). Therefore, whom he was serving (Code 1: service; Group Code: service; 
Final Group Code: role modeling). And that just draws out of any person a real 
commitment because you see this person cares about not just about me, this 
person doesn't just care about me but about everyone at this institution in a 
serious way, in a personal way in a human way (Code 1: care, service, leader 
commitment; Group Code: service, commitment; Final Group Code: role modeling). It's 
not just, I'm here to be the person who is in charge and I'm here to be the person 
who is making a salary and doing his job and getting to fly around the country. 
The President is a person who cared deeply about what he was doing and the 
people he was serving (Code 1: care, service; Group Code: service; Final group Code: 
role modeling). The funny thing is talking about servant leadership. Personally, I 
don't know that Brad knew what that term meant when he came to the 
University at all. And we used to throw that term around and Brad from time to 
time would throw it around but I don't think it was a term he was familiar with. 
And I don't think he really understood the meaning of it, but the ironic thing is it 
described him perfectly. Here's a guy, who was, just by his nature a servant 
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leader, who didn't really know that terminology (Code 1: service; Group Code: 
service; Final Group Code: role modeling). Didn't exactly have that definition of that. 
Clearly it is. But had it resonated with his heart. I always felt it was kind of 
interesting. 

Kara: Well, again, this might sound strange but it might not surprise you…the fact that 
he had had the sense of humor that he had, for me was very important because it 
just it always felt refreshing to be able to just have a little levity and joke a little 
bit and then all of that you know you're going back to work (Code 1: sense of 
humor; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships)…There is no doubt I felt like I could tell him anything about related 
to work because usually visiting about, but like I said we also talk theater and 
things like that (Code 1: common ground; Group Code: building relationships; Final 
Group Code: quality relationships). There's nothing about Brad that isn’t 
trustworthy and you can’t say that about everyone (Code 1: trust; Group Code: 
integrity; Final Group Code: quality relationships). 

Ray: Relationship building, his ability to vision in every meeting he ever had (Code 1: 
relationship building, vision; Group Code: building relationships, vision; Final Group 
Code: quality relationships, transparent communication). It wasn't, you know him, he 
always, he may not have been the most practical man ever to walk the face of the 
earth but he has, he has a wide eye (Code 1: dreaming; Group Code: vision; Final 
Group Code: transparent communication)…as I said to him, his ability to treat 
people as colleagues to never, never, look down at them (Code 1: collegial; Group 
Code: building relationship; Final Group Code: quality relationships). I didn't have the 
kind of…knowledge that he had…I admired those same kinds of qualities in 
Brad when I saw them (Code 1: common ground; Group Code: building relationship; 
Final Group Code: quality relationships)…The thing that I most admire is Brad's 
availability (Code 1: visible; Group Code: commitment; Final Group Code: role 
modeling).  

Mark: I think, I think one of the areas that I felt very safe (Code 1: trust; Group Code: 
integrity; Final Group Code: quality relationships) because about Brad…because of 
his skills, because of his commitment, and he cared and his caring attitudes 
towards the university (Code 1: leader commitment, care; Group Code: commitment, 
service; Final Group Code: role modeling). Let me give a good example…a touchy 
situation and one of the things I found out just observe him from outside that he 
was methodical to get a consensus… (Code 1: clear communication, team; Group 
Code: transparency; democratic Final Group Code: quality relationships, transparent 
communication). They bought in (Code 1: bought in; Group Code: commitment; Final 
Group Code: role model)…And, one other reason I think that was very limited 
resentment he told them that we need to change not for the sake of change but 
because the content of the mission of this institution is changing (Code 1: vision, 
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shared information; Group Code: vision, transparency; Final Group Code: transparent 
communication)…So, I think he was a master of communication and people skills 
(Group Code: transparency, building relationships Final Group Code: quality 
relationships, transparent communication)…And one of the things I have to say this 
some we some leaders throw people under the bus to save themselves (Code 1: 
got my back; Group Code: affirmation Final Group Code: quality relationships, self-
efficacy)…Brad was the one that knew that he is not going to do that to 
you…Brad would say I'll stick with you (Code 1: got my back; Group Code: 
affirmation Final Group Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy). And, you had this 
sense that Brad will stick with you for a long time to come (Code 1: got my back; 
Group Code: affirmation Final Group Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy)…He had 
a high degree of integrity and honesty (Code 1: integrity, honesty; Group Code: 
integrity Final Group Code: quality relationships). I felt very comfortable (Code 1: 
personable; Group Code: building relationships Final Group Code: quality 
relationships)…I think Brad has never failed me (Code 1: trust; Group Code: integrity 
Final Group Code: quality relationships). I mean he was a straightforward (Code 1: 
straightforward; Group Code: integrity). He said yes. I mean, he said no, other 
reason to say no and he didn't bother me because he was very honest (Code 1: 
honest; Group Code: integrity Final Group Code: quality relationships). I think his 
leadership styles and I think he should continue and I'm sure that honesty, 
integrity is extremely important because if a leader does not have integrity and 
honesty there's no communication (Code 1: integrity, honesty; Group Code: integrity 
Final Group Code: quality relationships)…his commitment was that he wanted…he 
was sincere to see this university become a better place for everyone (Code 1: 
leader commitment, authenticity, service; Group Code: commitment, authenticity, service 
Final Group Code: quality relationships, role modeling). He wasn't doing it because he 
wanted to show himself up. If you look at Brad is quite interesting. He is a he is 
he walks a way (Code 1: walks the walk; Group Code: integrity Final Group Code: 
quality relationships)…when you see him he comes across and he will try to be as 
objective as you could. He did not exaggerate (Code 1: straightforward; Group Code: 
integrity Final Group Code: quality relationships). He said what, what is a rabbit is a 
rabbit (Code 1: clear communication; Group Code: transparency; Final Group Code: 
transparent communication). And, his commitment (Code 1: leader commitment; 
Group Code: commitment, Final Group Code: role modeling), definitely was very, I 
knew the fact that he really wants to make this university good for everybody 
not for himself (Code 1: service; Group Code: service; Final Group Code: role modeling). 

Sam:  Quite a few. I mean, I think honesty, you know, he is a very honest person (Code 
1: honest; Group Code: integrity, authenticity Final Group Code: quality relationships). 
And I think that's really…you know, I never felt like there was a hidden agenda 
or you didn't know what was going on (Code 1: openness, direct, honest; Group 
Code: transparency, integrity Final Group Code: quality relationships)…The only way 
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I think we can be successful is to work together. And he was really, really good 
at that. So you always felt included always felt like you knew what was 
happening (Code 1: inclusion; Group Code: building relationships Final Group Code: 
quality relationships). And I think for a leader that's really important to know that 
you know everything that's going on (Code 1: shared information; Group Code: 
transparency; Final Group Code: transparent communication)…I always knew what 
was happening. There were no surprises (Code 1: clear communication; Group Code: 
transparency; Final Group Code: transparent communication)…I think you know his I 
would say his participation (Code 1: visible; Group Code: commitment; Final Group 
Code: role modeling)…So he made it a priority. And that was that was a big deal to 
everyone in the Department. I mean being visible is important (Code 1: visible; 
Group Code: Commitment; Final Group Code: role modeling).  

Researcher: Did you look at him in some ways as a role model? 

Sam: Oh absolutely (Code 1: role model; Group Code: role model; Final Group Code: role 
modeling). No question…I think that's the thing that most inspired me or 
motivated me is the things that he does well that I need to do better (Code 1: role 
model; Group Code: role model; Final Group Code: role modeling). I look at him and I 
go you know you need, you need to do a little better, that, you know, he is he's a 
great leadership role model (Code 1: role model; Group Code: role model; Final Group 
Code: role modeling). He's a great personal role model because, again, very 
involved in the community (Code 1: role model, service; Group Code: role model, 
service; Final Group Code: role modeling). Just a humble guy, you know, and just, 
yeah, I don't have enough good things about him (Code 1: humility; Group Code: 
integrity, authenticity Final Group Code: quality relationships).  

Paula: It's pretty hard not to work your hardest for somebody like you just said a 
minute ago, who isn't walking the walk. Brad walked the walk (Code 1: walked the 
walk; Group Code: integrity Final Group Code: quality relationships). And Dawn 
walked the walk. And, you know, so when you were putting in all the hours you 
knew he was to he didn't have a sort of I'm just going to let you do what you can 
do so I don't have to. It was. It was more of we all have to do this if we're going 
to be successful and I'm going to lead by example (Code 1: lead by example; Group 
Code: role model). So, that…that to me was really, really, I think pretty influential 
in my commitment was that I knew I wasn't alone (Code 1: had my back; Group 
Code: affirmation Final Group Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy). He was 
putting in the same amount of time differently (Code 1: leader commitment; Group 
Code: commitment; Final Group Code: role modeling)… 

Mary: Just genuineness, authenticity, trustworthiness, you know, thoughtfulness too 
(Code 1: genuine, authentic, trust, thoughtful; Group Code: authentic, integrity Final 
Group Code: quality relationships). I don't think he was hasty when he made 
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decisions (Code 1: thoughtful; Group Code: integrity Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). And, the other thing about Dr. Bradley that was true for me was 
that when I did talk to him he was very direct (Code 1: direct; Group Code: 
transparency; Final Group Code: transparent communication). If he didn't want to go 
in a particular direction he would say so upfront and that sometimes can be 
difficult. That, you know, that can sometimes be difficult if it’s not exactly what 
you're thinking but I really, there really was integrity and honesty there that was 
communicated (Code 1: integrity, honesty, transparency; Group Code: integrity, 
transparency; Final Group Code: quality relationships, transparent communication). So, 
for me…I just to reiterate that you know his modeling (Code 1: role model; Group 
Code: role model; Final Group Code: role modeling) was important and trusting him 
was huge and also just a sense of integrity and honesty but also a tenderness of 
heart, knowing that he had the best interests of people uppermost in his mind 
(Code 1: trust, integrity, honesty, care; Group Code: integrity, service; Final Group 
Code: quality relationships, role modeling). And not, not a big ego (Code 1: humility; 
Group Code: integrity Final Group Code: quality relationships). I think that should be 
added too. He really, I never felt like he, that it was about him in the sense of 
stealing credit or the focus or any of that (Code 1: humility; Group Code: integrity; 
Final Group Code: quality relationships). He really was a conduit for good things to 
happen within the college that goal always seemed present for me that really, 
was really involved in service, obviously at a very high level, but nevertheless 
there was never a feeling of grabbing authority (Code 1: service, humility; Group 
Code: service, integrity; Final Group Code: quality relationships, role modeling). He was 
never authoritarian in anyway (Code 1: not authoritative; Group Code: democratic; 
Final Group Code: quality relationships, transparent communication). 

Tammy: Well, I think the fact that his dedication was obvious (Code 1: leader commitment; 
Group Code: commitment; Final Group Code: role modeling). He set the right, you 
know you could look up to him as a role model (Code 1: role model; Group Code: 
role model; Final Group Code: role modeling). I always felt he was honest and 
integrity (Code 1: honesty, integrity; Group Code: integrity; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). He was not authoritative (Code 1: not authoritative; Group Code; 
democratic; Final Group Code: quality relationships, transparent communication). He 
worked with you (Code 1: participative; Group Code: democratic; Final Group Code: 
quality relationships, transparent communication). You know, him and Dawn 
showed up every year on [the dinner auction] takedown (Code 1: service; Group 
Code: service; Final Group Code: role modeling). He didn't have to do that. He didn't 
have to go to all the games he went to. So, his commitment was very obvious and 
I think it encourages the same commitment from his team, in most people (Code 
1: leader commitment; Group Code: commitment; Final Group Code: role modeling)…I 
think it, whether it was the board or him, his suggestion that I obtain an 
advanced degree (Code 1: encouraged growth; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group 
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Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy)…that he did support me in continuing my 
growth (Code 1: support, encouraged growth; Group Code: affirmation; Final Group 
Code: quality relationships, self-efficacy). And he knew too it probably wasn't going 
to help me professionally, so what's left? Personally, that's all that’s left. 

Pete: I would say the way he opened up his home was helpful, you know in that it 
demonstratedthat those of us on the cabinet aren’t just cogs (Code 1: building 
relationships; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships).  

Elaine: I think observing him be such a people person and wanting to get to know 
students, staff, alumni, faculty, people in the community (Code 1: personable, role 
model; Group Code: building relationships, role model; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships, role modeling). That's something that I take away from a leader like 
that. How personable you can be and still be in a respected position (Code 1: role 
model; Group Code: role model; Final Group Code: role modeling)… It's important 
because you need that to motivate wanting to do a good job and sort of wanting 
to prove yourself to the leader (Code 1: trust, loyalty; Group Code: integrity, role 
model; Final Group Code: quality relationships, role modeling)…I think again being 
such a people person and he seemed to gain energy from being around people 
and finding common ground with, with others (Code 1: common ground, 
personable; Group Code: building relationships; Final Group Code: quality 
relationships). 

The most prevalent theme emerged as quality relationships (47), which included group 
codes integrity (23), authenticity (7), affirmation (6), building relationships (4), and 
democratic (4). Integrity included the following initial codes: honesty (7), trust (6), 
integrity (5), straightforward (2), character (1), thoughtful (1), consistent (1), and walk 
the walk (1). Authenticity included the following initial codes: humility (4), authenticity 
(2), vulnerable (1), genuine (1), and gracious (1). Affirmation included the following 
initial codes: had my back (4), encouraged growth (2), and support (1). Building 
relationships included the following initial codes: common ground (3), personable (3), 
building relationships (2), inclusion, (1), collegial (1), and sense of humor (1). Finally, 
democratic included the following initial codes: not authoritative (2), team (1), and 
participative (1). Again, Cho and Perry (2012) argued that leader trustworthiness 
increased follower intrinsic motivation. The data supported this argument in the themes 
of integrity and authenticity, which clearly indicated trust, honesty, and humility as 
leader behaviors that increased intrinsic motivation. Integrity and authenticity were 
further supported by quality relationships that included participatory activity and 
affirmation. 

The second prevalent theme emerged as role modeling (3), which included group codes 
service (12), commitment (11), and role model (10). Service included two initial codes: 
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service (7) and care (4). Commitment included the following initial codes: leader 
commitment (7), visible (3), bought in (1), and loyalty (1). Role model included two 
initial codes: role model (7) and lead by example (1). House (1976) indicated that leaders 
can inspire followers to “emulate” them (p. 6). The data supported the concept of 
emulation as followers looked to their leader’s commitment and service to inspire and 
fuel their intrinsic motivation. 

Transparent communication (13) included group codes transparency (9) and vision (2). 
Transparency included the following initial codes: clear communication (3), direct (2), 
transparency (1), openness (1), shared information (1), and synthesized information (1). 
Vision included the initial codes vision (2) and dreaming (1). Self-efficacy (6) included 
the group code of affirmation (6). Affirmation included the following initial codes: had 
my back (4), encouraged growth (2), and support (1). Again, transparent 
communication increased the overall trust followers felt towards the leader. Coupled 
with continued affirmation, follower’s intrinsic motivation increased while supported 
by transparent communication and affirmation. 

Conclusion 

The study presented a mixed methods study seeking to further Winston’s (2003) 
conceptualization of a circular model of servant leadership, by providing empirical 
evidence which may be used to develop a valid instrument to test the circular model 
presented by Winston (2003) in the future.  Data saturation occurred at eight interviews. 
However, as ten interviews had been scheduled, all ten were completed. The data 
analysis indicated four salient themes: quality relationships, transparent 
communication, self-efficacy, and role modeling. 

The variable of commitment to the leader found support in the final group codes of 
quality relationships (76), transparent communication (63), role modeling (24), and self-
efficacy (17). The data indicated distinct support for affirming behaviors, relationship 
building, integrity and authenticity on the part of the leader, participatory engagement, 
active listening, and clear communication. The data supported the literature in the areas 
of relationship quality, participatory leader behaviors, and clear communication of 
vision and goals (Bass, 2000; House, 1976; Shamir, et al., 1993). 

The variable of self-efficacy found support in the final group codes of quality 
relationships (95), self-efficacy (87), transparent communication (17), and role modeling 
(9). The data indicated distinct support for affirming behaviors, integrity and 
authenticity on the part of the leader, autonomy, transparent and democratic 
communication, and a modeling of commitment and service on the part of the leader. 
The data supported the literature in the areas of influence of social environment, 
relationship influence on self-efficacy, and the impact of psychological empowerment 
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(Winston, 2003; Poon, 2006; van Dierendonck & Dijkstra, 2012). Additionally, the data 
indicated the influence of autonomy on follower experiences of self-efficacy. 

The variable of intrinsic motivation found the most support from quality relationships 
(122) and nearly equal support from transparent communication (45), self-efficacy (45),
and role modeling (41). The data indicated distinct support for affirming behaviors,
integrity and authenticity on the part of the leader, mutual trust, and the building of the
relationship. In addition, the data indicated equal support for the impact of self-efficacy,
transparent communication, and role modeling on intrinsic motivation. In particular,
affirming behaviors, active listening, transparency, leader commitment, and leader role
modeling of service to others impacted follower intrinsic motivation.

The data analysis provides empirical evidence to support the three variables of 
commitment to the leader, self-efficacy, and intrinsic motivation as presented in 
Winston’s (2003) circular model of servant leadership. The themes and codes provided 
in the analysis present a first step in item generation to develop a scale measuring 
Winston’s (2003) model. The next steps in developing a measurement scale could 
include the replication of this study with another leader to eliminate possibilities of bias 
(Patton, 2015). However, item generation could begin and utilize an expert panel to 
review the coding completed by the single researcher in this study. Finally, validation 
and assessment of generalizability and bias would continue as the scale undergoes 
factor analysis and construct validation. 
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